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Abstract 
This project will attempt to make pedagogical connections between aspects of 
contemporary autobiographical theory through teacher stories in the development of 
individual identity presented in an aesthetic and artistic manner. The project is about 
writing and sharing, making connections, building, and fostering our own identity as 
individuals. Comments throughout the project are included as they happened as a part of 
the overall process. It is not my intent to analyze or interpret each group member's ideas, 
but to share them as well as document how the process evolved. The goal was to allow all 
the participants, including myself, a medium to show how this process affected each of us 
and how we developed an identity. 
Five teachers, including myself, reflected on their teaching practice by writing narratives 
based on the five forms indicated by Preskill (1998) in Narratives of Teaching and the 
Quest for the Second Self). In this project, each teacher wrote one narrative based on one 
of the different forms highlighted in Preskill's article, which include narrative of social 
criticism, narrative of apprenticeship, narrative of reflective practice, narrative of journey, 
and narrative of hope. 
This project utilized a type of action research where participants were involved in 
reflecting, writing and sharing stories formed from teaching experiences. This sharing 
process aided in the recognition of identity and identity formation. My main objective 
was to allow each member to gain personal insights about her development as an 
individual and teacher. All members of the group were instrumental in offering each 
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other support, reflection, and an arena to discuss the successes and failures in each other's 
career. Each member was an important contributor to the project and to the narratives of 
each person taking part in the project. The goal was to provide living action research 
about identity formation. I hope this project aided these teachers in a journey of identity 
exploration. This exploration allowed them to look at the influences in their lives as 
experiences they must embrace, write about, reflect upon, grow with and learn from as 
they continue to construct and reconstruct who they are as individuals, teachers, 
professionals, and women. 
Presentation of each member's narratives was also something that I wanted to develop, to 
allow for each member's uniqueness to become directly incorporated with their narrative. 
This was done through fmgerprints. Each member of the group chose a print from their 
left, or feminine, hand to transcribe their story into. This would allow each story to be 
unique to the individual, an expression of the person, the teacher, the woman. I felt that 
this was their own unique personal expression of their, and only their story. As the 
fingerprints are individual, so are the stories of the women of the group. 
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Introduction 
A little kingdom I possess, 
Where thoughts and feelings dwell; 
And very hard the task I find 
Of governing it well. 
Louisa May Alcott 
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My main objective throughout this project was to provide a forum for the 
participants to share, write, reflect, and grow as teachers and as women. I felt the best 
approach for the organization of this was to keep detailed notes of our meetings and 
discussions and characterize each under the identity they best reflected. I then placed all 
of the relevant and related comments together under each associated identity heading. 
This allowed all the participants a medium to show how the process affected each and 
every one of them individually. It also allowed me to weave together their stories and 
show how we all had experienced events in our careers that were both similar yet unique. 
I included quotes and comments from my own narrative and reflections to show how I 
was also involved in this process. I was not just an outsider who made comments after the 
fact. My comments are included as they happened. It is not my intent to make comments 
and interpretations after the fact, but to show how all of the participants, including 
myself, were actively involved in dialogue throughout the development of this project. 
This project is about our words, our narratives, our sharing. Analyzing and evaluating the 
content of each member's narratives and comments, and paraphrasing their quotes was 
not my objective. Instead, I wanted to make connections between the narratives, 
reflections and experiences of the group members. I wanted to build a kaleidoscope of all 
their reflections and writings, connecting them together into a written mosaic. 
It has become apparent to me that there has been an increased interest in identity 
recognition. Coming to understand ourselves from the inside has become a more accepted 
part of the mainstream. More and more people are researching and reading literature on 
understanding themselves and their place in the world more fully, a process that has 
become increasingly evident on the shelves of bookstores. As human beings we have 
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always had questions relating to the meaning of life and are looking from inside ourselves 
in trying to come to an understanding (Aftel, 1996). 
No one can be proclaimed the expert on the human condition, but hopefully we 
can understand our condition better by sharing our stories of life. Human beings are 
natural storytellers. According to Aftel, we communicate who we are and how we 
understand the world through storytelling. A great amount of literature such as that of 
Carson (1997), Noddings (1997), Preskill (1998), and Witherell (1991) stresses the 
importance of keeping a journal in aiding our understanding of ourselves. The need for 
reflection and autobiographical writing is continuing to find a place in our society. In the 
past, autobiographical writing was not given merit and was considered a type of self-
indulgence (Kerr, 1998). More recently, reflective writing has become important in 
understanding oneself and the world in which we live. 
We are driven to understand and bring order to our lives, which we can do 
through writing, reflecting and sharing stories. These stories are indicators of our human 
existence. Reflective writing allows us to understand the many ambiguities in life and in 
all of our daily experiences. 
Dewey always talked about the fact that it isn't simply experience, it is reflection 
on experience that enable individuals to understand that they must continue 
choosing themselves as they live. Experience itself is just one thing after another, 
and you try to pattern it by organizing and to make sense of it by reflecting, by 
turning back on yourself and reflecting on your own stream of experience. You 
ask yourself, 'How does this world present itself to me? Against my own 
background, my own biography?' (Ernst, 1998, p. 2) 
Narratives are finding importance in the teaching profession, as well as in many 
other professions. When teachers write their stories they are not limited in definition to 
stories about teaching, but their writing tends to be candid reflections on life. Who we 
are, what we do and what we write cannot be separated into teaching stories and life 
stories. These stories are truly one. Teaching stories include reflections on the past, 
present and insights into the future. These stories are not just reflections of the teaching 
condition but the human condition encompassing our history, culture, values and 
ideology (Carson, 1993). 
It is impossible to separate the story from the person. By writing and sharing, 
stories are brought to the public domain, allowing individuals to make connections in 
understanding others as well as themselves better. These life texts, as I would like to call 
them, provide characterizations of the self and can be used as reference material of the 
teachinglhuman condition providing great pedagogical insights. 
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Preskill (1998) in his article Narratives of Teaching and the Quest for the Second 
Selfhighlighted five narratives of teaching. Julie Wilson chose the narrative of social 
criticism because of her concerns with the politics of the French immersion program with 
her district. Jen Matthews chose the narrative of apprenticeship as she is new to the 
teaching profession, having just completed her first year. Jenine Chen chose the narrative 
of reflective practice as she is a new student to the Master of Education program at the 
University of Lethbridge and is struggling to define her teaching style. Trish Draper 
chose the narrative of journey with the goal of critically looking back over her years of 
teaching. I chose the narrative of hope, having always struggled with maintaining this 
emotion in my life. 
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During the research process; it became obvious to me that the theme of this 
project was that of identity formation and recognition. I found that through the process of 
reflecting, writing and sharing our narratives we were developing a stronger identity of 
who we are. I think that we have a number of different identities that form the person as a 
whole. The five identities that I came to identify were analyzed and developed through 
this project. The identities I formulated are physical identity (how we see ourselves), 
professional identity (who we are as teachers), personal identity (our culture, beliefs and 
values), gender identity (who we are as women) and authoring identity (how we represent 
ourselves through words). 
With respect to gender identity recognition, the project consisted of five women 
in varying stages of their careers and life experiences. The group consisted of only 
women in recognition of the knowledge and experience women have in the area of 
teaching. I wanted to honor them by giving them a comfortable and public space in which 
to share their stories. Even though the narratives they wrote did not directly speak to the 
issue of gender identity, I believe that it is the foundation of who we are and from where 
we write (Greene, 1998). 
With respect to physical identity recognition, we explore, analyze, and understand 
the external world physically through our five senses: seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting 
and feeling. We internalize this information in better understanding ourselves and our 
place in the world. We can then reflect upon these five sensory experiences through 
writing. 
The physical arena is a magnificent learning environment. It is a school within 
which, through experimentation, we come to understand what causes us to expand 
and what causes us to contract, what causes us to grow and what causes us to 
shrivel, what nourishes our souls and what depletes them, what works and what 
does not (Zukav, 1990, p. 22). 
How we experience the world through the use of our hands is important in the 
presentation of the stories the teachers in this project told. Each teacher chose one of the 
five fingers, on the left hand, to transpose her story into a fingerprint The left hand was 
chosen in honor of being identified as the feminine hand (Visser, 1994). I also wanted to 
represent these stories in a meaningful and visually interesting way. I felt the best way to 
achieve this was through each members fingerprint, which is a unique form of 
identification just like the narratives they wrote. 
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This project stressed the importance of self-acceptance in maintaining a healthy 
identity. We need to come to understand our body's individual needs and rhythms, flow 
with the rhythm of our body and life rather than struggling against it (Carter-Scott, 1998). 
I believe that reflecting, writing and sharing our human experiences allows us to develop 
more completely as individuals and as teaching professionals. 
With respect to professional identity recognition, teachers become better teachers 
by reflecting on their practice and sharing their experiences genuinely with others. 
Beginning and veteran teachers alike need to explore the emergence of their 
second selves, to reinvent themselves as moral artists in relation to their 
experiences as teachers. A valuable way to do this is to read and study narratives 
paralleling their journeys as teachers and incorporating many of the skills, 
attitudes, dispositions, and perspectives they need to be effective and engaged 
practitioners (preskill, 1998, p. 345). 
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Regarding personal identity recognition, memories and sharing stories are 
important in growing as a person and redefining oneself and understanding one's place in 
the world. Understanding our past gives us the opportunity to rewrite our future. As 
indicated by Houtekamer, Chambers, Yamagishi and Good Striker (1997), making 
meaning of our lives is what education and learning is all about By looking a little bit 
more closely at the stories that our lives tell, teachers can come to understand themselves 
and others better (Noddings, 1991). They can reach a deeper understanding oftheir 
development as individuals and educators. Teachers can have more intimate relationships 
with each other because of the sacred stories they share. 
Looking at authoring identity recognition, the other teachers and I developed our 
writing ability through our collaboration. We shared similar experiences, asked questions 
and commented freely on each other's work. We became more comfortable with 
ourselves as authors of our own life stories. 
Different types of fonts were used for each of the five participants in the project. 
I found this was the best way to include dialogue and comments on the narratives to each 
other from these individuals as a visual cue to who is speaking. It also was important to 
give each author her own identity throughout the discourse of the project, allowing for 
instant recognition of the dialogue unique to each participant. All comments written by 
myself will be found in Trots Light Comments by Trish Draper are in ZapjCfian, Jen 
Matthews' are in Architect, Julie Wilson's are in Geometr231, and Jenine Chen's 
comments are in Be-rnhard';=C1shion8T. 
This project is an intertext which allows the comments and dialogue of the writers 
and researcher to become interwoven. The five identities: authoring, gender, professional, 
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physical, and personal~ are explored by all writers in a process of writing, reflecting and 
sharing. The project is organized in this way to allow me to comment throughout, as well 
as include individual narratives, reflections and comments from the group interspersed 
with the chapters on the five different identities. Each section contains elements of this 
intertext approach. This allows for more flow and accessibility. I found that while all 
participants wrote their narratives with no overall identity in mind, it became apparent 
that certain narratives and reflections, although they had elements of all the identities, 
appeared to better fit into some identities more than others. While there was a great deal 
of overlap, I did find that individual narratives and comments tended to lean towards or 
focus on the formation ofa particular identity. Jenine's narrative of reflective practice 
and comments best fit the authoring identity; Trish's narrative ofjoumey followed the 
gender identity; Jen's narrative of apprenticeship most identified with the professional 
identity; Julie's narrative of social criticism followed the physical identity; and finally, 
my narrative of hope shadowed the personal identity. 
Through this project, I wanted to give these teachers a voice and place to share 
their stories pUblicly. I hope they and those that read these narratives learn more about 
themselves and their life travels. 
Methodology 
Great teaching grows out of a clear and often reinvented sense of self, and the most 
moving teaching narratives chronicle the appearance of a better self as well as a better 
teacher. 
Stephen Preskill 
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Action research solves problems to local problems in local settings. Global or 
generalizable results are not the objective, solutions to given problems is the primary goal 
of action research. The teacher is very much a part of this process, as research is often 
conducted in one or more classrooms. It is important that the teacher has training in 
action research so as to produce valid results (Gay, 1996). 
Action research does provide a valid scientific approach to problem solving. It 
provides a means by which individuals can attempt to improve upon educational practices 
within their own environment. Action research can provide answers to problems that 
generally can not wait for the theoretical, generalizable solutions. Because of this, the 
value of action research is often confined to the individual or individuals using it. 
Throughout the process of formulating my own form of action research for this 
project, I noticed many parallels to the research outlined by Houtekamer et al. (1997). 
The authors followed the types of action research outlined by Carson (1989): technical, 
practical, critical, and post~structural. As indicated by Houtekamer et ai., I also found that 
the action research utilized here did not fit well into any of the categories outlined by 
Carson. Our group did not focus specifically on the theory implied by the technical 
approach. Nor did we focus on any particular teaching issues implied by Carson's 
practical approach. Critical action research makes visible the invisible in our teaching, it 
brings a critical sensibility to our investigations regarding teaching practice. This was not 
the focus of our research. Finally, post-structural action research investigates tension 
between theory and practice, our own tensions and conflicts, and the language in which 
these matters are cast and sentimented; this was not the overarching approach of this 
research. Instead however, I found that all four aspects came to playa part in how we 
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conducted the project, how we came to question, understand and make conclusions about 
ourselves and others; how we came to discover and create meaning for ourselves and 
each other. 
The organization of my research has also been influenced by Preskill (1998). He 
stresses (in his article) "that narratives of teaching make an invaluable contribution to 
understanding what it takes to teach well" (p. 344). Novice and veteran teachers alike 
learn from the stories of colleagues, which allows for self-reflection in their own teaching 
practice. Narratives act as guides for teachers in understanding themselves and their 
profession. 
Teacher development can occur through reading and sharing stories. PreskiIl 
refers to it as the quest for a teacher's second self. As teachers and individuals we can 
come to understand ourselves professionally and personally by writing and sharing 
stories of our life experiences in the world of teaching. We are constantly reshaping and 
redefining ourselves in our attempts at constructing an identity. As teachers we are 
constantly searching for ways to improve the art and craft of our teaching practice and in 
growing as human beings. "A valuable way to do this is to read and study narratives 
paralleling their journeys as teachers and incorporating many of the skills, attitudes, 
dispositions, and perspectives they need to be effective practitioners" (Preskill, 1998, p. 
345). 
This group reflected on their teaching practice by writing narratives based on the 
five forms indicated by Preskill. In this project, each teacher wrote one narrative based on 
one of the different forms: 
1. Narrative of Social Criticism: Focus on both historical and contemporary issues 
that prevent schools from fulfilling their democratic promise. 
2. Narrative of Apprenticeship: Focus on the struggle and challenges beginners 
face during student teaching and the first full year of teaching. 
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3. Narrative of Reflective Practice: Takes the reader inside the mind of the teacher 
to show how the teacher's standards influence self~evaluations of her practices 
and how she acts on these evaluations to create a classroom that is just and 
equitable and humane. 
4. Narrative of Journey: An opportunity to reflect on one's whole career, one's 
whole life. It is a chance to consider once again whom one is, how a career in 
teaching has contributed to one's identity, and whether the day to day work of a 
teacher continues to bring fulfillment. 
5. Narrative of Hope: Helps to rediscover the purpose and meaning of education 
and take pleasure in the smallest improvements and the most modest 
accomplishments of our students (p. 346). 
The teachers were provided with a copy of Pres kill's article to read and gain 
insights into the different types of narratives. This assisted them in writing their own 
narratives as it provided a description and example of each. I spent time with each teacher 
explaining the process and was available anytime if teachers had questions about their 
contribution. After they had read the article, each chose the narrative that they wanted to 
write on. Each teacher wrote one narrative. One narrative was written for each of 
Preskill's categories. 
I selected five teachers whom I have known as colleagues to participate. Each was 
selected for specific criteria I had in mind. I wanted female participants from various 
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backgrounds with varying degrees of experience. The five of us fonned a writing group 
to share our stories and reflect upon the writing process. After each teacher had selected a 
type of narrative to write on, they were given time to write their narrative before the 
group met with the rough drafts of their stories. There were five narratives to choose from 
and each teacher selected a different narrative to write about. I collected the stories they 
wrote and gathered their reflections and insights on the writing process and shared 
experiences during our meetings. After the meeting, teachers worked independently at 
completing the revised drafts oftheir narratives. 
After approximately one month the teachers forwarded their revised narratives to 
me. Each member in the group received revised copies of everyone's narratives. Each 
member read and wrote comments or insights about the other members' narratives. I 
encouraged them to write about the things they really enjoyed and how their experiences 
related to the themes of Pres kill's article and to one another's experiences. I encouraged 
them to ask questions of one another in hopes of causing the writers to reflect more 
deeply on their emotions and the experiences they had shared with the group. I wanted 
these comments to be specific to the individual and the narrative rather than general 
comments of recognition. I hoped that some of the comments related back to our initial 
meeting, and they indeed did. I wanted the writers to remember that these were very 
personal stories with a great deal of care and effort made in writing and sharing them. I 
wanted everyone to take the same amount of care and effort in providing feedback. 
I also wanted to use this opportunity for proofreading, which was separate from 
the comments made on the content. I collected all of the narratives and comments from 
everyone, and forwarded them back to the writers as a form of feedback. From these 
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personal reflections. the teachers wrote the fmal draft of their narrative. The presentation 
of the final narrative was to be in the form of each individual's fingerprint. Each member 
of the group was given an eleven by seventeen photocopy of their print. Then. using each 
of their own enlarged fingerprints, the teachers transposed their narrative into the lines of 
their fmgerprint. Their narrative was to be placed into the lines of their print to create a 
visually interesting and creative representation of their words. I felt that this was very 
important as it showed both the uniqueness of each individual and the narrative that they 
created. I wanted a written expression that was personal to each member of the group, 
something that they alone could identifY and associate with. This was to become their 
expression of their autobiographical work. I wanted them to transpose their words into a 
medium that was their own, an imprint of themselves as an individual. 
Authoring Identity 
Man is eminently a storyteller. His research for a purpose, a cause, an ideal, a mission 
and the life is largely a search for a plot and a pattern in the development of his life story. 
Eric Hoffer 
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The authoring identity I identified encompasses understanding our own plots, 
writing style, language use, character choice, point of view, and theme in experiencing 
and writing about teaching and life. Through this project, my objective was that the 
writers more clearly identify with their authoring identity. I defme an authoring identity 
as becoming aware of our ability and enjoyment of the creative writing process and the 
reflection on these experiences through writing. The individual should thus develop a 
better understanding of themselves through this writing process. 
It got me writing and thinking beyond clasS1"oom exp8'Y'iences and how it can impact what I am 
doing -right now. Some things that I am not satisfied with and I found if I went back C\nd 
-reflected on things in the past it help€d my p-resent teC\ching. (Jenine'r, pe-rsonal reflection) 
Personally, I always saw language and written words as simply a form of 
communication. Even though others see words as a form of creative expression, I 
struggled with this identity. I had made a clear distinction between those that were 
"writers" and those that "were not". I never saw myself as a writer. I struggled through 
English classes in high school and at university. The correct usage and order in which 
words are placed on a page, to me, has always been a work of art. Writers are like artists 
understanding the elements in turning a two~dimensional plane into a realistic three 
dimensional landscape of colors, shapes and textures. As I stated in response to Trish's 
narrative, 
I 8pp18Ud you for selecting thi6 narr8tive to write on It is most difficult to sumtnarize 8 
life in a few pages of text Evaluating everything 8S to its value in your life It is eosier to 
remember the fads and more difficult to remember the feelings. I hope ±hat looking 
back h8s been enjoyable and not difficult We C8n learn so much from each other's 
journeys whether similar or different from our own. I le8rned 8 great deal not only 
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about you, but also about myself in reading your story. Thanks for sharing very personal 
stories. Would you have done anything differently if you could have? (Caroline's 
comments to Trish) 
The writing group consisted of a mixture of individuals who had wen defined 
authoring identities and others that did not Certain individuals were confident in their 
writing ability whereas others were very concerned about their writing skills. 
'1 fowuf the Writing to be quite difficult 6ectwse '1 was unsure of wfiat '1 was doing. 'it was 
difficult to 'lIJrite about my seEj TIie editing process we went tfirtmgfi, everyone editing ami 
questioning everyone efse's stories, reafTg fiefpetf me. '1 was abk to rewor(my storg, 
answering questiOns the editing process brougfit out. (Trlsfi's persona! refkction) 
By sharing each other's writing we not only learned from the content of each 
other's stories about teaching, but learned a great deal about writing and seeing ourselves 
as authors of our own stories. Everyone learned a little bit more about the process of 
writing effectively and creatively. "Regardless of our writing talent in our daily lives we 
are all ad hoc novelists" (Aftel, 1996, p.16). It was interesting how everyone had a unique 
style of writing. Not only did the content of the stories reveal something about the author, 
so did the style in which they wrote, as illustrated by my comments to Jen. 
r eqjoyed the structure of your narrative It was 8S though I was walking through the 
hallways of your school being introduced to the people who have h13d the greatest 
influence on you in your development as a teacher 60 far I was fasc:inated by how much 
you shared a bout yourself by describing the qualities of others you admire You never 
really carne out and talked a great deal about yourself directly, but it was very evident in 
±he organization of your narrative Your wriiins style is very comfortable and enjoyable 
to reed Thanks for sharing these stories (Caroline's comments to Jen) 
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As suggested by Aftel (1996), experiences we simply talk about differ completely 
from experiences we put into words on the printed page. Individuals are forced to look 
more closely and analyze life experiences more critically when they are put into text. The 
act of writing down life experiences places them into a structured context that may dictate 
how we regard and understand these events. Memories may fade, but written words will 
not. Writing down our stories allows us to make sense of our lives. 
What I like most about this project is that it made me put some thoughts I'd been having for a 
long time in order. It forced me to really explain how I felt about certain aspects of the teaching 
environment in which I work. I realized I was a lot more critical of some aspects of the system 
and less critical of others. No system is perfect and neither are the people, and by this I refer to 
aU the parties, who are involved in it. (Julie's personal reRection) 
Experience is given meaning through language (Aftel, 1996), If we change the 
words used to describe events, it may change the way we view the event or view who we 
are. Using different vocabulary to write our stories gives us the opportunity oflooking at 
our stories from different angles or perspectives. It gives us insight into who we are and 
how we portray ourselves. We can portray ourselves in new ways, not previously 
considered. We can achieve different meanings to our stories and lives. We can come to 
understand ourselves and others more deeply by working through the elements of our life 
stories. By writing from the heart, we can incorporate more emotions and feelings into 
our writing and be more in tune with the reoccurring themes in our stories and lives. 
Stories can give us the gift of learning from past experiences and changing the direction 
of our lives more positively. 
1. enjogea the sfiari11fJ portion of tN£ process. Wlien we af[ got togetlier at Carl's lWuse to 
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reIUf our stories, we eacli toof(tums sliaring our stories aruf discussea eadi one irufi'llilfunifiJ. 
'it was womferJufjust to connect witft otfiu t£acliers at various points in tlkir careers. 'it 
was great to see a:mf !iear tliat aft!iougfi our stories are a{[ very different, 111Il11!J of tIie feefi"tls 
about some. 6asic issues and events were very similar. 'it was fif.§ a vein nmni11tJ tlirougli tlie 
wliok process. (fJ'risli's perSOfUl{ refkctUm) 
In pursuit of an authoring identity, I believe the writers have learned more about 
the nature of story and the value it has in understanding the practice of teaching. "The 
process we a[{ went tlirougli was verg interesting. 'in many respects, it IieEpetl me to focus on various 
events in my teaclii11fl caree0 as we[{ as remember tliings Umg since forgotten" (fJ'rlsli's personal 
reffection). 
It is important that teachers develop their story writing ability in refining their 
authoring identity and in effectively communicating knowledge about teaching that can 
be defmed as a legitimate form of research and resource in the education of teachers. 
In doing this, teachers need to understand what constitutes a story and the place of story 
in the study of teaching and teacher education (Carter, 1993). 
There is tremendous richness in the knowledge found in stories told or written by 
others about life and the human condition. A story has many different meanings and 
levels not found in the simple recounting of events or listing of activities. The basic 
knowledge that teachers have of teaching comes from their practice. Stories allow for this 
information and knowledge to be shared with other practicing and learning teachers. 
"It returns teachers to their roots, encouraging them to reflect on their original reasons for 
pursuing a career in teaching, and it stimulates them to construct for the first time or to 
reconstruct their personal philosophy of teaching and learning" (Preskill, 1998, p. 355). 
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We build stories from stored memories, past experiences, cultural differences, 
expectations and personality. By creating stories we can bring order and understanding to 
our experiences and life. We revisit conflicts, solve problems and make interpretations. 
The more we write about our experiences in the form of story the better we can 
understand ourselves and our teaching. As humans we are always trying to bring order 
and understanding to our lives; this can be aided through writing. Story writing can be 
very useful to all teachers, but especially important to novice teachers who are struggling 
to fmd a way of organizing recently acquired knowledge about teaching (Carter, 1993). 
Jen commented on how she wished that she had written about her first year in teaching. 
I wj~h I had kept a journal becauBe I dIdn't. But thiB year. I am definitely going to 
ke,ep a journal it !B a goal. I don't think t can look back and remember certain 
things. Well there are certain t-hingB ! shouldn't have done and others I did right 
and I would like to do it again. It iB the little detaliB. (Jen'B commentB) 
Throughout the process, this group of writers saw each other's stories as 
literature. We gave each other feedback in the areas of character, plot, setting, and 
conflict resolution. As we worked together in this manner, each member saw her story as 
a frame of her life that could be rewritten or taken in different directions due to the 
questions and comments group members posed to the narrator. This was evident in Julie's 
comments and questions about Trish's narrative. 
Your narrative seems incomplete. Starting "sharing workshops'! is a wonderful accomplishment. 
I would like to know what your IIsharing workshopsll are about. What lead you to start them? 
Implementing programs/workshops is .10 important stop on your journey that should be 
elaborated upon. (Julie's comments to Trish) 
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We became familiar with each member's unique writing style. The narrative 
patterns varied for each of our life stories. These patterns were a key part of each 
individual. All members wrote and rewrote their narratives in ways they never thought 
possible because of the discourse and feedback given by group members. Mitchell and 
Weber (1999) describe the importance of writing first and second drafts of shared 
memories. The first draft organizes the memories into a story format and the second draft 
allows for understanding and interpretation, a clearer picture of the truth. The one-
dimensional stories we initially wrote were written into rich narratives through the 
journey we all traveled together in the writing and sharing process. 
If we look at the events in our lives as the elements of a story, we look at the 
people as characters and experiences as potential plots. If we become more critical of our 
stories from a literary perspective, we can escape the simple cliches we often tend to 
write about. We can look deeper into the meaning of our stories, analyzing characters, 
plots, and events more objectively, thus appreciating where the stories have come from 
and where they are going in their meaning to our lives. We can reveal who we really are 
through more meaningful and reflective writing. 
In writing mLj -reflective ncl1"1"ative, I have found that mLj pe-rception of the situation has changed 
not onlu, since the initial event, but even ove-r the past few months as I have been 1"8.-refleding on 
mLj na1"1"ative. [<eLj elements have -remained the same in mu, nc:lT'1"ative; howeve-r, the 
int81"p-retations of mLj -role and the 1"OIe5 of mLj students in the nar'ra-tive have changed. (Jenine's 
p8l"sonai -reflection) 
If we can learn to listen to our own stories, we become more aware of how 
important certain events have been in our lives. As suggested by Aftel (1996), events that 
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inspire us to write often have important meaning in our growth and development. If we 
can look beyond simple patterns in how we often play the same old stories over and over 
in our lives, we may be able to look at and rewrite characters and plots more effectively. 
If we can read our life stories as we do a plot, we can then step back and look at the 
events more openly. We can see the themes more objectively and then take charge of how 
the events will unfold and in which direction. 
"Whether inventing, reading, or listening to stories, reading or writingjoumals 
and autobiographies, conducting oral history interview, or engaging in therapeutic 
dialogue, the teller or receiver of stories can discover connections between self 
and other, penetrate barriers to understand, and come to know more deeply the 
meanings of his or her own historical and cultural narrative" (Witherell, 1991, 
p.94). 
Powerful narratives can aid us in developing who we are, how we see ourselves, 
and how we interpret our life experiences. As stated in Trish's comments about my 
narrative, '''1 hoe tfie way gou comrectd evergtliing. fJ'1i£ tftreaa of fwpe runs tfirougfi it af£. 
'4celfmt! rrfris is great. ?,"ou are a wumferful writer! U'lWt a gift! Von-'t cfiange a tfiing!" (fJ'risfi's 
comments to Carofi:ne) 
As a mystery unfolds in a good novel, so do mysteries unfold in our lives. That is 
not to say that each plot has a neat beginning, middle and end. The plots that we write for 
ourselves often do not have any ending that is concrete as we continue to live and grow. 
They are often left open ended and often grow or change to reflect the unage of 
ourselves, the passage of time and gained wisdom. 
Our identity is defined and forged through a process that must come over time. 
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Life results in the fonnation of our own plot making process. We are entangled in many 
plots throughout our lives, many of which occur simultaneously. Where we are in our life 
at any given point detennines which plot we put greatest emphasis upon. This is evident 
in the stories written by teachers in different stages of their lives and careers. 
Narrative of Reflective Practice 
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Figure 1 
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Reflective Memoi'Y' on ClosST'oom pn~ctices: .[;ost Meets 'West 
MO'Y'ie WClS ~om .[;u'Y'ope, wher>eos most of the othe'Y' students in my '[;SL class CIt the unive'Y'sity 
extension p'Y'og'Y'Clm we'Y'e ~om Asio. I 'Y'emembe'Y'ed f'1o'Y'ie because she oppea'Y'ed to enjoy ond Clpp'Y'eciClte 
the closs envi'Y'onment thot I p'Y'ovided. She dn:mk in longuoge, Gjuestioned fo'Y' learning, PUt Clil her> efforl 
into getting the most ~om the cou'Y'se, and never> complained obout the int6T'octive activities we did fO'Y'the 
pU'Y'po<;es of imp'Y'oving 011 ospects of longuoge. She spo'Y'kled with onticipotion befo'Y'e each new Clctivity. To 
me. that spa'Y'kle meiAnt, "G'Y'eot! 'We get to do something fun! II If we didn't do some fun octivity, ther>e 
wos still no IClck of enthusiasm in he'Y' exp'Y'ession. She th'Y'ew herself completely into the lumguClge-leCl'Y'ning 
process as she did life, getting the most out of eveT'ything that happened inside the ciasST'oom os well as 
outside of it. 
VOT'ious inte'Y'Clctive activities which mode up the meat of my lessons. They often told me that they didn't 
WiAnt to speak to othe'Y' non-nCltive speClkeT'S". I thought they wonted to be spoon-fed, that they didn't want 
to intenJc-t, thelt they didn't want to think fo'Y' themselves. Howeve'Y', I pe'Y'seve'Y'ed. I WelS fr,ushoted, but I 
continued going to closs with 0 smile. '\:II 05 I going to class with Cl sinceT'e sm ile? '\:II ClS I being Clutllentic? 
Could the students pick lip thClt even though I did CCl'Y'e obout them, I wos boustr>Clted with them? I knew 
the students didn't CllwClYs ClppT'eciate what I was doing with the class, but I didn't know how to give them 
whClt they wanted. Howev€T', I did know that there was a dil"C'Y'eponcy between 0l!'Y' expedCltions of each 
Since I knew that the student> were hoving difficulty with my ''Weste'Y'n' appl"oach, why didn't I 
to? I had an agenda: to teach them how to become effective communicatoT'5 and independent leaT'neT'S", 
W/ as" it a goal to be achieved at all cosh? At the cloS"e of the clasS", MaT'ie told me how much S"he 
app-reciated the ciaSS" and ,how much she had leaT'ned, I had 'nice' commenh fr,om othe1" studenh as well, 
me as a peT'<;on, NeveT'thele>s-, I felt dis-appointment from many of them, 
One T'eason was becCllJ,e tl1ey had <;0 many cla»mateS" ~om theiT' wme language backgT'ound in 
the clas" This fr,usbation was compounded by my emphasiS" on communication and an inteT'active S"tyle of 
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leaT'ning, AS" well, they felt they had not leamed neaT'ly enough How could thelj have leaT'ned anything? 
They had to talk with each otheT' and not to native (;nglish speak810 S", One S'tudent T'evealed that he/she 
unde1"stood my dilemma in the clas<;T'oom: "It's good. sometimes is bOT'ing the COUT'se, because in the COUT'S'e 
you need sepaT'ate the S"tudents that don't have expeT'ience in Ame-rican sl}stem of J;ducation (S"ic) ," 
Teaching that clasS' was a T'eal sbuggle because I gave the best that was in me, and I did 
ev81"ything that I knew was T'ight to do, and they didn't value what I gave, W/ithin a few shOT't weekS' afteT' 
the cia,s, howeve-r, I evidenced m',y'aculou<; changeS" in theilo attitudeS" and pe-rceptiom ClS" all but one OY' two 
studenh of the 18 studenh contacted me and expT'e>s-ed Y'egT'et foT' not having app-reciated the clabS as" 
much as" they felt they should have, Mamj of them went on to the next level and discove-red that thel} 
miS"seJ OUT' inteT'active and lively classes, As well, some even diS"covered that theiT' language abilitl} was 
much hig h81" than theilo classmateS" coming fT'om otheT' p-rogT'ams aT' classes, OtheY' studenh had gone home 
to AS"ia and W8'l"e S"hocked at the comparison between themS"elveS" and othe-r, who had S"pent even 10ngeT' 
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They had indeed leal"ned, and leal"ned much mare them they had imagined. That wa5 when I 
became themkful that t had not caved in, not 1"esar1:ed to teachel".centeT'ed method5 of teaching, and haJ, 
tru5ted mY5elf a5 a teache-r, de5pite the innel" tUl"moil I had faced a5 I -taught that da55. Thi5 caused me 
to wonde-r how to engendel" hU5t in my student> along the way. why did it take them 50 long ·to 
appT'eciate the pT'OCe55 t was taking them thl"ough? 15 it impol"tant that they do appl"eciate it? Pel"hap5 
not, but j 5ul"ely could have made a place hI" a tl"amition between the two education I'tyle5. 15 thel"e 5uch a 
dichotomy between teache-r.cente1"ed and I'tudent·centel"ed cic15l'l"00ml' 1'0 that the-re il' no place in between? 
why could IIi5ten to the 5tudent>, but not feel what the4 we1"e going thl"ough and give them a place to be 
while the4 weT'e going thl"ough the sheSI' of change? why couldn't t have given them a middle gl"ound, 
>afe, familial" gl"ound? Why couldn't t bl"ing them to a place whel"e they could I'ee the l"ationale behind 
what we we1"e doing? Nel NoddingI' (1997) wvitel', "We cannot fOl"ce people to awaken, howevel". 
Inrread we have to invite them, I'haT'e with them the miT'aciel' cmd joyl' we have expel"ienced and 1i5ten to 
thei1"1'1i (p. 180). 
-Jenine Chen 
Gender Identity 
There is no objective reality. 
We don't see the world as it is, 
we see the world as we are. 
Anonymous 
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It has been my experience that many women struggle with their gender identity. 
With the changing and ever increasing roles that women play in society this is not 
surprising. Women are constantly struggling with the demands of family and work. In the 
past our gender identity was understood as that of mother and homemaker and now it is 
not so clearly defined. 
V.niversity 6rCJUflIit 6acf(tIie determinatWn. 1. fUu£ to do tfiis! '1 fUu£ to gnufuate! 'During my 
secmu£ YeIlr of Vn.iversity 1. 6ecame pregnant. !My ettUJtiuns were in an upfien.vaL '1 afmost 
feEt a sense of !iJss, tliat tnay6e tfie j~ was going tv 6e over, !Jut tfie determinatiOn came 
6act 9\{,ow '1 fUu£ more of a reason to 6ecome a teae/zeIj so '1 coulJf prcrvi.d£ a 6etter fife for my 
son. (Trisli's narrative) 
Previously, women were not given the opportunity to further their education to 
pursue careers, and as a result women took on the role of mother and homemaker. 
Women's identity has been generally defined in relationship to marital status and child 
rearing. Having not yet defined myself in the role of mother, I have always been 
surprised and somewhat insulted when some of the first questions women ask each other 
are: Are you married? Do you have children? How many children do you have? How old 
are your children? What are your children's names? These inquiries are often made 
before career related questions are asked. I now understand that our ability to have 
children is what ultimately brings us together and makes us distinctly different from 
being male. Our gender identity is inseparable from our ability to have children. 
As indicated by Greene (1998), women's identity has been defined by the male 
gender and in relationship to what it means to be male. Is to be female the opposite of 
being male? Obviously this is not the case. Women are now in a position of defming 
what it is to be female outside of the definition of being male. Gender identity is not 
easily accomplished and has become a process of personal discovery for many women 
(Kerr, 1998). Gender identity formation and redefinition for women could be addressed 
through autobiographical writing. 
Gender studies can help us pay attention to when and where women 
autobiographers seem to have trouble with their narrative. But the answer to the 
question of why we like to read it, and why individuals sit down at desk or table 
and begin to tell their story, lies not in theory but in cultural history. It has to do 
with where we look when we try to understand our own lives, how we read texts 
and what largely unexamined cultural assumptions we bring to interpret them 
(Kerr, 1998, p. 4). 
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Even though most of the narratives written by this group did not specially address 
the issue of gender identity, gender influences perceptions and understanding of who we 
are, what we share with others and write about It is because of this that gender identity 
formation is an important element to this research. 
I found similar results to that of Houtekamer et aI. (1997), who noticed that the 
writers expressed in their stories a sense of homelessness and desire to belong. The 
writers in this group were also looking for a place to feel comfortable in sharing beliefs, 
fears and successes in their roles as teachers and women. This safe place to share 
common experiences aids in a sometimes difficult and confusing gender identity 
formation process. 
I've experienced times when I hod 0 reollock of hope in my life ond found it on uHeT'ly miseroble 
ploce to be in. It wo, 0 peT'sono\\ock of hope, not 0 p-rofessionol one. I don't like the peT'wn \ om 
when I om l<.Acking hope, but feel like it', impossible to go b<.Ack to the pl<.Ace I W<.AS when I h<.Ad it. 
Then suddenly, without my willing it, wave, of hope wosh over me unbidden, and I am closer to 
whe1"e I was before and waiting for m01"e and more wave, to come wash over me a, time goe, by. 
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Having gone through this divorce this past year, I found I went -through such deep times 
of hopelessness and could never imagine a time when I could feel the joy of living again. But now, I 
do. t;very day I feel shonger cmd beHe1" than the day befo-re, happie1" and more filled with hope. 
(Jenine's personal reflection) 
The women in this group made comments about the importance of feeling secure 
in sharing their stories. They found security in the comfort of a writing group that 
consisted of only women. Even though none of the women had met previously, they felt 
comfortable in the sisterhood of shared experiences. 
All of the women contributing to this research project were in different stages of 
their lives and careers. The date that we met to share our narratives was dictated by one 
member who was just weeks away from giving birth to her first child. The eminent birth 
helped bond the group on the gender level. During breaks from discussing our narratives 
we shared wives' tales and stories associated with being pregnant and childbirth. We 
spent time swinging wedding rings over each other's stomachs and wrists in determining 
the number and gender of the children we were going to have. It was also noted that red 
haired babies were born to women who experienced a great deal of heartburn during 
pregnancy. Female babies were born to women who experienced terrible morning 
sickness and male babies were guaranteed with a fetal heartbeat not exceeding 140 beats 
per minute. 
There were many issues that were gender related that helped bring cohesion to the 
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group. All of us were experiencing change and redefinition in our gender identities. Julie 
was only married for a year and weeks away from giving birth to her first child. Jen was 
recently engaged and in the process of making wedding plans. Jenine had recently been 
separated from her husband and in the process of getting a divorce. Trish had spent a lot 
of time over the last few years dealing with relationships, having been married twice and 
raising her pre-teen son. I wanted to start a family and was faced with the prospect that it 
might not be possible. I was dealing with a lot of worry, guilt and frustration over my 
failed attempts to get pregnant. Soon after our meeting, however, I found out that I was 
five weeks pregnant. 
I specifically chose women writers for my project because as indicated by Maxine 
Greene (1998), "We realize now that it is not only the inclusion of women as a category 
that is important. It is the stories of women, the accounts of their lived lives, their work 
lives, their sexual lives" (p. 19). As indicated by Carter (1993), reflective writing and 
teacher talk has not been sanctioned in the past as a legitimate form of research. Research 
conducted by women in this area may have not received the recognition it deserves. It is 
important that women's words be heard Kerr (1998) states that for the woman 
autobiographer the major question becomes how to see one's life whole when one has 
been taught to see it as expressed through family and bonds with others. These words can 
dramatically impact society, established institutions, and how women define themselves. 
Women feel a struggle for fairness in the expression of ideas and opinions. This fairness 
can be accomplished through recognizing research that has been conducted by women. 
"We need to make audible and visible the diverse ways in which identity is negotiated in 
our country and the manner in which it is affected by fairness, equity, opportunities for 
free expression and by the existence or non existence of democracy" (Greene, 1998, p. 
19). As I indicated in my personal reflection about the writing process, 
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The discourse was very rich among a group of individu8ls who did not know e8ch other, 
had never met and had such varying teaching backgrounds I think it had Cl lot to do with 
the f8d that we wen~ all women We felt very comforla ble in this situation None of us 
h8d previously been involved in such an experience and we enjoyed the sisterhood that 
was e5tablished Whether or not women voice their conCerns Clboutthe discrimination 
they experience in society they do acknowledge it This was a stmd for what we 
believed in and who we were We reaffirmed and acknowledged our feelings and 
experiences about being women in the teaching profeSSion (Caroline's pereonal 
reflection) 
Narrative Of Journey 
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'Ifie Journey 
'1 femrd 6acR.,atuf Jfippet! anotlU!r page of the 600{.9l smik spreatf across my face as '1 gawl 
at the pfiotos a:tuf papers .. .in my 1f1£1rW1Y 600R:. '1 am $0 gliuf'l startelf tfiis 600/(!. '1 guess '1 d£cilfed to 
ao it because '1 am sucfi a Wuai person, atuf'l ned a pface to put my ever grOUlirttf coffection of attk 
tfiings my stuIfmts liave given me over t!k fast several years. 
W&n '1 tliinK:.ftac{ '1 guess 1.liave always wantei to 6e a teac&r. 'lliave a{ways £itelf 
schoo' 6ut liave always Iiaa to W01{at it. '1'ftis j~ ftas fiat[ its sliare of dlfficuities, 6ut 
sometfting always ~ me gOing. 1. guess it must liave 6een tfetermination or 11til!J6e it was in spite 
after a counsefor to/if my parents to hwer t!kir ~ectations for me, as 1. wouIi£ pro6a6fy on1g 6e a 
waitress. '1 ao not /If@ peopk te{{tng me tfiat '1 can not ao sometfting. 'lt m.af(gs me want to ao it even 
more, just to prove tfiem wrong! 
'1 can not remem6er a time wlU!n '1 iii not want to 6e a teacfter. '1t lias afwags 6een in my 
mina even wfien '1 too{a two year dlversion to t:aR§ :Fine arts atuf tfesign. '1'ftis turned out to 6e a 
time a:tuf pface t() grf7W up. fJJeing a starving artist for two years createi a great aesire for money, so '1 
ignorelf my &art atuf went to workJor tlU! pf'unre company. 
'1'!k corporate wor/if facf@i evergtfting '1 foved. sometfting f@pt teffing me tftis is not wfi£re 
you oetong! '1 d£citfet{ to continue em my journey. 11iai 6ig fears a60ut a farge lQniver5ity so 1.6egan 
in a smafkr, warmer COfTl11tlJflity coffege. 'Eventuaffy, 1. iii maf@ tIie transiticm to tfi£ lQniversity of 
.9lfOerta. '1'fiis is w/iere earEg cfiiftffiooi 6ecame my passion! '1 /(gR.w 1. fuu[ founi wftat 'l'i been fooklng 
for. '1t was a6nost a jeering of fulfilEmmt. 
lQniversity 6rougftt oacttlie tfeterminatWn. 11iaa to ao tftis! '1 n.aa to grac£uate! '.During my 
secoru1 year of 'University '1 became pregnant. My emotions were in an upfreaval. '1 afnwst jeft a smse 
of UJss, tlia.t may6e tfi£ journey was going to 6e over, 6ut tfi£ tfeterminaticm came bact 9t£ow '1 fUu[ 
more of a reason to 6ecome a ttaclitr, so '1 couJa prfYVitfe a oetter fife for my son. 
(jratfuation was a real triumph. '1 actuaffg aUf it! 'Even witli a oa6g ani a od tnarriatJe! '1 
remon6er one special ~erienceJ on one particufar rfog after an t'l({umsting time Witli my son. '1 
upend tlit maitlJox. ami fcrwul a fet:h!r from tlit 'University. On great, '1 tliougfit, rrtiey want 11UJre 
1tW7U?:!I. '1 openuf it to Jituf '1 fUu{ won tIie Pearl Turner Memorial awara for ~celknce in earfy 
cliildliootf elfuca.tion. '1 crid. '1 flJew tfitn teaching ani earfy cliifdJiooi was wfiere '1 oefongetf. 
Once '1 grai~ my son ami'1 nwvea to 'Bft1cI('lJianuJruf ani '1 startea appfying for 
t£acliing positions everywlitre! .9Lt tliat time }oos were scarce, EM '1 was Eucky enougli to get on tlit 
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:F ootfUffs Scfwo{ 'Di1lision su6stitutt ooom '1 su60etl everywfiere! 'it was an ~ce(knt apportunity ana 
an ~ '1 oelieve every new teacfier slioulif fiave. Yls a su6stitute you get to try out many 
aifftrent grade fevefs witli out tIie commitment. 'Ilirougli sufJoing '1 Leametf wfiat grade fevefs '1 
Lovea ani w/iicli ones were a cfialfenge. :From sufJstitute teacliing'1 movetf on to a feami"tJ support 
position. '1 w~ Witft cftifd'ren w/io fiai a variety of feaming aifficultits in matli ani reaiing . 
.9Lftfiougfi tliis position was fun ani'l fovea tfie sc/ioo{ ani staff '1 was worl(gzg Witfi, '1 fimgetl for my 
0'lIJn cfassroom. '11iai several intervieWs EM was ullsuccessfuloec.a:use '1 am not very gooi at taIRPttJ 
about myseff. So wlien '1 appfid for the /(!}ukrgarten teacliing position '1 tkcUfei to put on a s/iow, so 
to speat So '1 wrote a sampre unit on 6ugs! Sfwwi"tJ wfiat '1 woura ttacli ani /iow. '1 got tfre jo6. Tfre 
principal totif me lit fiai never Iiai sudi a ftm WOtUkrJuf interview oefore. 
My first year of teacliing was in a team teac/iing setting UJitIi another first year teaclier. 
'IIiis was ~ tIiL 60tui Wing tlit MinaI '1 certainfy feametl tlie fine art of compromise, Out au£ not 
enjog tIie ~erience. rrfie crass was fwge! We fUu{ 30 kjtufergarten cfiitifren in one room. 1t was 
crazy! Tliinf(of 30 c/iitifren af{ 5 years otifs ani none of tliem can tie tlieir slWes! 'It tooliforever just 
to go otJi:Sitk for recess! 'Ilit year went we({ t/apite the fact tfiat my temn teacfitr ani'1 aUf not 
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realEg see eye to eye. 
My securu£ year m f&ukrgarten was woruferJul! '1 foft ~ '11iad come mto my own styfe. '1 
fuu[ tfie Jreetfom '1 neetfed to el(J1erimmt am[ feam. !My teac/iing partner Iiad decUfd to 1IUJ'()e up to 
grlllk 5 and teacli :Frendi and science. Tfie principal as/(etf me if'l wantd to stay m tlie f&u£ergarten. 
'J'fie cfa.ss was smaller by fw1j about [5 kJffs, so '1 was very ~citedl '1 read tons of 6oo/@ (Y(}er tfie 
summer and wantetf to try out everyt!iing! 1.t tut7teff out to 6e a fa6uhus gear atuf it earnetf me my 
amtim.ting contract. '1 was tfuilld! '1 sorne:lWw /QJew '1 was on tfie rigfit tracR:. 
'1 feamd eacli year is always Juff of new feaming e;cperienas anti is always 5rimming Witli 
mogic and possi6i1ities. '1 fove /(!Jufergarten m particular so '1 tfecUfd to share wliat '1 fove. '1 fwped 
tfiere were ot/iers wlio !eft as passionate as '1 do about teacfiing. So '1 started sliarittg worf@fwps Witli 
otfia kJJuiergarten teacfiers m :Footliifls sc/ioo[ tfivisian. rrfie worl@fwps started quite by accUknt as 
af{ good Ukas tetuf to ac! '1 was given tfie j06 of 6oof\!ng a guest speaRq for a ~rgarten teacfiers 
meeting m tfie spring. Un.fort:tmateliJ, tfie person '1 6ook¢ etufd up cancefing a fow tfags 6efore we 
were to meet. 1. was m a panic so to "save myself, '1 sent a fetter to eacIi /(!;ufergarten teacfier asf\!ng 
fier to 6ring some of fier faVorite Ufeas, 600~ tktnes etc.., to sliare With. everyone. '1 was pfea.santfy 
surprisd at Iiuw we{[ it af{ tun/£d out! 5'tfmost everyone tolif me Iiow much. tliey enjayetf tfie sfiaring 
aruf tfie Ufeas. rrfie cliance to tark:..-Witli co{[eagues wlio are in similar situations. '1t was a womkrfol 
e;cperi.ence. rrFie respqnse '1 got frtmt tfiese worl@fwps was wliat fed me to taf\!ng a 6ig step and 
offering tfie wOl'f@/iop at tfie year 2000 teacfiers convention. :J{ere's /ioping it's a success! Tfie 
response '1 got frtmt ma1t!J of tIie Ufeas '1 sliared, fead me to Writing for a teacJid s magazine, 'Ifie 
Maif6% 'It was a great feeling ~ng tliat my Ufeas were wortfrg of a national magazine! 
'1 fuue wfia.t '1 lot '1 trofy 6efieve (joa gives every011£ a gift atui every011£ fUzs a caffing. Tfie 
jou.rney '1 liave afwags 6een on fear[ me to my caffing atui my passion ... tencfiing fittk peopk! 
T rlsfi tJ>raper 
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Professional Identity 
A good teacher is important, but sisters and brothers in practice are the main ingredient 
for success. You cannot achieve enlightenment by locking yourself in a room. 
Glenn Hudak 
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Most of the teachers that I worked with during this project did not have a well 
fonned teacher identity when they entered the profession. Many simply fell into teaching, 
having never previously seen teaching as part of their future. Even though the 
circumstances of why each became a teacher varied significantly, they all proclaimed that 
they loved teaching and that it was their destiny. Jen stated, "I loved school all my life. I 
especially enjoyed junior high school. I always identified well with kids that age." She 
entered the education faculty after obtaining a diploma in drama. She wanted to be more 
than a starving actress and teaching drama has given her the opportunity of utilizing and 
sharing her talent with others. 
Julie entered the profession once she obtained her French degree and after not 
really knowing what she wanted to do. "School was the best thing I knew. I had always been 
going to school. My year starts in September and ends in June. [School] was a known entity and I 
knew it well. I can see the difference I have made. It is very rewarding. ! surprised mysel.f because I 
never thought I would enjoy it." Jenine stated, "\ fell into it because \ wonted to havel OV8"(>seas and 
teaching was t.he best w04. My father> is a teach81"' and he had 9"eot influence OV81"' me and I love it now. I 
l"eally Jidn' t. know what / was doing and felt very cut. off ~om other> people in knowing what I should be 
doing. /Iearned by doing and t.alking to othel" t.eacheT's." 
I also entered the profession through the back door, first getting my business 
degree and writing and presenting educational programs for Alberta Culture. The only 
one of us with a clear teaching identity before entering the profession was Trish. (l1liave 
always 6een a teacher '1 tfii.ttt My mQt/ier teffs me '1 use to organize the RiJfs in tlie tl£igfi6orfwoti afi 
tIie time to pray school 'lliroe it to tkatfi. II Even though she had a clearer professional identity 
at the beginning of her career, it did not seem to be set in stone. She had the same types 
of insecurities, questions and drive for continued professional growth and professional 
identity formation as did the rest of us. 
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Even though we are all at different stages of our careers with varied backgrounds 
and experiences, we had a very clear understanding of the difficulties endured by our first 
year teacher, Jen. We identified well with and had many comments to make in regards to 
being a practicum student and entering our first year of teaching. Those experiences still 
impact our growth and development in the profession years after the fact. 
I am emotionally scarred from my first year. Now I see myself more as who I am but not all I am 
because 1 don't put everything of who I am into the dassroom. [Practicum teachers] should 
focus on giving us ideas on how to improve because you do not have them; because you do not 
have the experience. You just can't say your lesson plans are weak ... we" tell me how to make 
them better. Show me. Show me yours. I never saw any of my practicum teachers resources. 
(Julie's comments) 
Our professional identities have been greatly influenced by the number of years 
we have been teaching and the varied experiences we all have had. It was interesting that 
Jen's narrative (the first year teacher) spoke mostly about the teachers she has 
encountered and the qualities she admires in them. Even though the reader was able to get 
insight into Jen as a teacher, it was through her observations of other teachers that we 
learned about her. She spoke very little about her own experiences and feelings. This may 
be due to the fact that she has not yet begun to form a professional identity or is at least in 
the infancy stage of development. She does not have enough experience or knowledge to 
make comparisons or reflections on her practice or feelings. 
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I wa~ very open wIth how in~ecure I wa~ and how little experience I had. In my 
practicum, [the practicum teacher] focu~ed ~o much on my les~on plan~ I forgot I 
wae ~uppo~e to be teaching the kid~ becau~e I wa~ ~o worried about what he wa~ 
thinking and what he wanted, ~o I never had any relatioMhlp with the~e kid~. I wa~ 
Ju~t trying to ~tay afloat. I wa~ trying to learn the material ~o badly. It was an 
awful experIence and it was my la~t practicum. It wae the ta~te In my mouth 
when I etarted teaching. I can't get through (my fir~t year) without support, so \ 
wa~ ~o lucky to be at the ~chool I was at. The ~taff is ~o helpful. (Jen's 
comment~) 
Julie stated to the group, 
I think you leam from your own mistakes. I am not going to do this, this year. My ~rst year I 
was too much my way or the highway. It was coming from my own insecurities and I was more 
Aexible the second year. Teaching all those different grades has been schizophrenic, but at the 
same time it teaches you a number of different strategies. I think it is very common for ~rst year 
teachers to be teacher centered. You are surviving, you are trying to figure it out and students 
are getting an education some times in spite of what you are doing because you are so focused 
on yourself. 
Now I know I am much more student focused. I will totally change what I planned because 
I see what the class needs that day. I am much more aware of what they need and less what I 
need to teach. If something did not work, I would try it again a different way. But it is very 
frustrating being a first year teacher because I had many questions but I didn't want to ask too 
many questions because I did not want to look as though I did not know. But l I didn't know. I 
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was lucky that my husband taught at the same school. I asked him questions, I would not ask 
others. I would go try things he suggested but it was his style and not mine. (Julie's comments) 
Our professional identity is constantly changing as we gain more experience in 
the field of teaching. Education is in a constant state of change and as students grow and 
learn, so should the teachers. What is the healthiest and most effective way of growing in 
the profession? Experience alone is not sufficient as there are many very experienced 
teachers that have grown very little. Professional growth is more than sitting back and 
letting the years pass, it is about nourishing ourselves and others as we grow. It is about 
being actively involved in our professional identity formation. We all agreed that one of 
the best ways to do this was by reflecting on our own teaching practice, sharing our 
stories and listening to the stories of others. 
Often times teacher talk is not sanctioned as a legitimate form of professional 
development. Discourse between teachers should be encouraged and more opportunities 
given to teachers to share stories. "When school faculties develop the skill of dialogue 
and discussion, they learn how to transform their talk into meaningful communication 
that improves relationships and makes a real difference for student learning" (Gamston & 
Wellman, 1998, p. 30). This project allows me the opportunity to legitimize this form of 
professional development in the formation of my professional identity and that of others. 
I really enjoyed meeting the other participants. We all have very diverse teaching experiences, 
but I was very pleased to see how much we all had in common. I particularly enjoyed listening 
to our ~rst year teacher. We all try to seem so confident that first year. I felt like I was the only 
one who had insecurities about my teaching. I appreciated her honesty, and it was nice to see 
that we all had those feelings of doubt. It also helped me to see just how far I have come as a 
teacher and that the process of becoming a good teacher is never-ending. (Julie's personal 
reRection) 
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I have now been teaching for about seven years, and this is the first year that I 
have not had a formal evaluation written on my teaching practice. I was evaluated the 
first year because I was new to the profession, the second year for my continuing 
contract; the third year for my permanent certification in Alberta, the fourth year for my 
role as principaVadministrator, the fifth year for my continuing contract with a British 
Columbia school division, and the sixth year for my permanent BC certification. I would 
often complain and joke that I was the most evaluated teacher in the profession. 
There have been many debates on the value of evaluation. It is not a conducive 
method in which to learn and become a better teacher. It is more about one person 
imposing their beliefs of educating students onto another. It is not about creating an open 
environment of mutual learning, respect and understanding that can be established 
through reflective writing and discourse in the establishment of a professional identity. 
Jen distanced herself from the process of self examination which did not aid her in the 
formation of her professional identity. 
My leggon plang were eit-her too vague or way "too complicat.ed; my evaluat-iong 
were never in line with my objectlveg; he conBtantly quest-Ioned my knowledge base 
on the subject- I was teaching the kids. Our relationship quickly had become one of 
intimidat-Ion which led to my self doubt. He intimidated me, not openly In front of 
anyone but behind closed doors, to the point that I didn't trust anything that I 
wrote, read, or said. I would gtutter when J wag asked simple questions by my 
6tudent6. and my dally refiectioM6 were general and without feeling or opinion. 
(Jen'6 narrative) 
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In working for a new school division this year, I was surprised and somewhat 
grateful that a formal written evaluation was not conducted on my teaching practice. I 
understand that teacher's professional growth plans have replaced the formal written 
evaluation of teachers by administrators. At the end of the year, I was offered and 
accepted a continuing contract without anyone making judgment or evaluating my 
teaching style. The absence of a formal evaluation was great, no pressure, no one lurking 
around or sitting at the back of the class frantically taking notes about my questioning 
technique or behavior management protocol. 
However, without a formal evaluation, I did not have that piece of paper to add to 
my portfolio or the opportunity to shine for my administration. Look .... see what I can do! 
I can pull a rabbit from a hat, saw a woman in half and pull an endless string of colored 
scarves from my nose. Look .... see what I can do! Create detailed unit plans, design varied 
and interesting lessons, motivate students, be able to reach students of all learning styles, 
use questioning effectively, have an organized and ergonomic classroom, develop well 
established classroom management techniques, and be involved in a multitude of 
committees and extra curricular activities. 
For me, there was no one there to say you did a great job! We are giving you this 
continuing contract because your administrator says, through his written evaluation, that 
you are a great teacher. Was I worthy of receiving this continuing contract? I believe I 
was, but no one really knows what kind of a teacher I am. Does this not leave an opening 
for problems in the future if a teacher is not competent in the profession? After thinking 
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about it, I realized that it was not the formal written evaluation or the process that I 
missed, it was the interaction, discussion, feedback and reaffinnation about my teaching 
practice with a teaching professional that I needed and craved. 
I know as teachers we always queSTIon ourselves and battle with self doubt We crave 
feedback !3bout the job we !3re doing It it; not !3bout needing pr!3ise for 8 job well done, 
but about reassurances of our teaching !3bililies. We. need thit; feedb!3Ck in our continued 
growth as te!3ching profession!3ls. I h!3ve found this writing group provides 
reassurances th!3t we have simu!3r questions, fears, insecurities and strengths as 
teachers and human beings. (Caroline's personal reflecTIon) 
There is a great deal more at risk professionally and personally when someone else 
is in a position of power over you, in judging your teaching ability. All of us felt great 
empathy towards Jen because of the story she wrote and shared. It stirred up many 
uncomfortable feelings and memories for us. It made me realize that for many, the 
practicum or fIrst year teaching experience is not a positive one but very negative and 
hannful for many teachers. There must be a better way of nurturing new teachers and 
helping them form a professional identity. Jen considered leaving the teaching profession 
because of the harsh words of one practicum teacher. In response to J en's narrative I 
wrote, 
The experience you shared !3t the beginning of your n!3rrative made my he!3ri bre!3k It 
made me think a great deal about evaluation of teachers 1 know that with profeSSional 
growth plans we have moved from a system of evalU8TIOn to that of supervision, which I 
hope will eliminate situations like the one you experienced Your n8rrative emphasizes 
the point that there it; no such thing as • constructive" criticism Crmcit;m it; Simply 
criticism whether it it; dit;guised as constructive (Caroline's comments to Jen) 
In response to Jen's narrative Julie wrote, 
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I had very similar feelings during my practicum year. You cannot get an accurate idea of what 
teaching is about at university and during your practicum you are very focused on simply 
surviving/passing. It is also very difficult to remember that your practicum teacher's opinion is just 
one person IS opinion, and that your practicum advisor at university is there to support you if you 
feel that your practicum teacher is not. I also like how you compare your practicum experience 
to your first year of teaching. It goes to show the importance of receiving positive feedback, 
something that as teachers, not just as teaching students, we must always keep in mind. (Julie's 
comments to Jen) 
The absence of interactive evaluation made me think seriously about the weight 
placed on teacher professional growth plans in holding teachers accountable and 
providing the opportunity for professional identity formation. I don't think teachers are 
aware of the significance of these plans. If professional growth plans are the only means 
in which a teacher will be held accountable, I am very concerned with what defines 
professional development and who defines professional development for individuals 
within schools, school divisions, teaching associations, and teacher education programs at 
the undergraduate and graduate levels. My experience has shown me that there is a 
significant difference between what is considered professional development at these 
different levels of education. 
What then is the definition of professional development? Who should define my 
professional development? I should be able to define my own professional development 
as a professional and in pursuit of my professional identity. I strongly believe in the 
benefits of professional growth plans, but I am very concerned with what constitutes 
professional development 
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Often in the teaching profession we have defined professional development in the 
form of one or two day workshops. Quick fix tips or lectures on how to do this or 
improve that. Often times these workshops become sales pitches for a particular kind of 
educational product. "Most teachers and administrators tend to view outsider knowledge 
about teaching as 'real' knowledge that embodies true expertise about instruction, 
evaluation, and learning, and insider knowledge as somehow less important, perhaps 
because it is so accessible" (Gallas, 1994, p. 11). Professional development does not need 
to take this form or structure. We cannot package up our profession into a variety of one 
or two hour seminars. Professional development presented in this way is often disjointed 
and lacks continuity. Workshops do not allow for individual needs and differences. 
Thankfully, teachers are looking at professional development in a different light. As 
stated by Ackerman, Maslin-Ostrowski and Christensen (1996), 
Professional development programs are increasingly moving away from 
presentations by experts and toward programs that involve administrators and 
teachers as facilitators of their own renewal and growth. One method that we have 
been using to encourage educators to take responsibility for their own professional 
development (and that of their colleagues) is the case story. It is an approach of 
the conventional case study method with the tradition, artistry, and imagination of 
storytelling (p. 21). 
Professional growth plans are a better approach to professional development and 
identity formation for most. Through the narratives and reflections made by the group, it 
became apparent that the old methods used for teacher evaluation were not effective in 
developing a professional identity. The move from formal teacher evaluation to the 
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development of professional growth plans has given teachers the opportunity to look at 
their own professional growth in a meaningful manner for them. This, I feel, is a step in 
the right direction. Allowing teachers to develop their own professional growth plans will 
automatically foster self~reflection and discourse between teachers. However, the 
implementation of these plans is not without difficulty or controversy. Even though 
Alberta Education has provided guidelines for the design of teacher professional growth 
plans, the format of these plans differ significantly. Differences occur between school 
divisions and between schools, even within the same division. I have gone to many 
workshops about the structure of professional growth plans and the focus has always 
been on what they should not be and not on what they can be. The reflective writing 
process could be an important part of teacher growth plans in pursuit of identity 
formation, as indicated by the participants of this project. 
The government sees professional growth plans as a means of holding teachers 
accountable for their professional development, but many teachers were already doing 
many professional growth activities without the mandate. The mandate insulted many 
teachers by implying they were doing a poor job in the advancement of their profession 
and needed to be told what to do to make it better. The true value of growth plans should 
be based on the answers to the following questions: 
• What is the value added by growth plans to the overall teaching and learning process? 
• How has it improved education? 
• How has it benefited students? 
• How has it benefited teachers? 
This project gave a small group of teachers an opportunity to define their own 
professional growth through reflective writing and discourse, as highlighted in my 
personal reflections, 
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We had all been looking forward to the opportvnrly of sitting down and discussing 
educational issues with colleagues. There sre not many opportunities for this durit18 the 
year when we are busy teaching. Weare 50 busy dealing with students and parents 
issues and concerns that we rarely h8ve the ch8nce to voice our concerns, feelings and 
needs about ourselves and the profession We all saw this CIS 8 great professional 
development opportvnrly A chance to learn from one another's successes and failures. 
We all recognized that itg1'm:~ an eXCUSE: for reflecting on our teaching practice critically 
and learning from our analysis and the analysis of othere. (Caroline's personal 
reflection) 
The problem lies in the fact that teachers are not allowed ownership of these 
plans. Many teachers simply do them to get them done, with no effort or concern. It is 
about checking off their name in completion of the plan. Unfortunately, there was 
probably very little professional development that occurred in the development of these 
plans. Teachers do not feel empowered by the process. Professional growth plans are a 
good idea, but they can only be as good as the structure that supports them. As indicated 
by Noddings (1997), 
.... we make a sad and deep error when we try to convert all teachers to a 
particular way of thinking or to a particular set of methods. Instead we should help 
teachers to do the best they can with their own educational philosophies and their 
own beliefs. We should help them to build on their own strengths,just as we hope 
that they will build on the strengths of their sturlents. A genuine pedagogical 
pluralism ought to be encouraged in our schools. Engaged in dialogue, encouraged 
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to reflect on their own practice but allowed to keep their own beliefs, teachers 
might well begin to revise their methods and extend their pedagogical repertories 
(p. 173). 
Teachers are constantly asking questions about programs and their place in the 
educational system. This questioning is important directly to our professional identity 
formation. Even though teachers concerns are overshadowed by the expectations and 
demands placed on them by outside influences, it is clear from the narratives that teachers 
see the most important aspect of education as meeting the needs of the students. Even 
though all of the narratives were on different topics and our stories and experiences so 
diverse, we all questioned our place in the educational system and our professional 
identity within different contexts. 
Jenine mulled over the following concerns in her narrative, 
In the beginning, I felt like I knew the BrightJl way to teach students how to be efFective 
communicato1"s and independent lea1"ne1"s. Tome, the students' lack of willingness to emb1"ace this 
independent style of leo1"ning 1"evealed a deficiency within them. Howeve1", at this point in the 
p1"ocess I feel that I was mistaken. The style of lea1"ning that you have (whethe1" because of 
wants to help the students accept a wide1" 1"ange of styles, the onus is on the teache1" to provide a 
meam th"ough which the students can come to the place of such acceptance. Once a meam is 
P"Ovided and students still choose not to walk along this path, then the onus is on them. (J enine' s 
na1"1"'ative) 
In response to Jenine's narrative, I voiced these comments, 
I don't see this as an ESL Issue and I know that all t~acherB have struggled in finding 
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their place along what I see as a spectrum with teacher centered and student centered 
styles at erlher end. I think that most teachers fall some where in between both 
extremes depending on experience and situation. My teaching style varies slightly from 
year to year, school to school, subject to subject and dass to doss I know that as a 
beginning teacher I taught in a teacher centered style because I felt a little out of control 
To gain a feeling of control I took charge of the teaching/learning process Ala I became 
more confident and experienced, I realized the importance of students being 
intriMically motivated. (Caroline's comments to Jenine) 
Teachers need to feel empowered by their own professional development if it is to 
be authentic and meaningful as evident in the narratives and discussions of this group of 
teachers. Professional development needs to support or help reshape the professional 
identity of teachers. In doing so, it is important not to confuse what is empowerment with 
what is not empowerment as indicated by Renihan & Renihan (1992). 
Empowerment is not kidding teachers into thinking preplanned initiatives were 
their ideas (that is entrapment). Empowerment is not holding out rewards 
emanating from positive power (that is enticement). Empowerment is not insisting 
that participation is mandated from above (that is enforcement). Empowerment is 
not increasing the responsibility and scope of the job in trivial areas (that is 
enlargement). (p. 11) 
When teachers feel empowered, true professional identity formation can occur. 
Teachers feel in control of their professional growth and confident in their knowledge 
about teaching. This was evident in Julie's comments to the group, 
The other grade one teacher I would consider her a master teacher. I found I was learning a lot 
from her. On the other side of me was a first year teacher who was coming to me and asking me 
questions. I was answering her questions. By being able to answer her questions I knew I had 
learned things and become a better teacher. It made me feel for the first time that I had 
experience under my belt. I was learning from one teacher and teaching another which was a 
very interesting experience. (Julie's comments) 
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As indicated by Zola (1988), when teachers come to a position of examining their 
own understandings and practices they, learn more about child growth and development, 
curriculum, learning and teaching. They are in a position of being able and wanting to 
share with other teachers. This was evident in Trish's comments to the group of writers, 
rrtiey are a{[ gootf teacliers, some are even what 1. woufi{ ca({ great teacfiers, 6ut 1. feamd 
tfi£y were no different from me and 1 was tuJ rliffirent from tfiem. 1 konrei to trust mysefj 
ant! my ideas. 1. alSo karnetf tfirOUtJIi teacfiing tfiat my corkngua are my greatest and 11U)Sf; 
vafuabk resource peopk, 6ut 1. am a resource for tftem as we([ ~ ou Wi{{ be anti proba61!J are a 
resource person for peOlk in your sc/ioof too! Trust yourself, ~ ou f:Jpnu more tftan you tliUtt 
you 10. (Trlsli's comments) 
Teachers can become involved in a process of analysis and evaluation of their 
teaching practice through reflective writing and teaching narratives. "A valuable way to 
do this is to read and study narratives paralleling their journeys as teachers and 
incorporating many of the skills, attitudes, dispositions, and perspectives they need to be 
effective and engaged practitioners" (Preskill, 1998, p. 345). It is essential that teachers 
be given the opportunity to share and listen to the stories of others. Through this 
discourse we can better understand ourselves and our teaching practice. Dialogue allows 
us to come face to face with other viewpoints. Our understandings can be challenged and 
reformulated to improve our teaching. "We like to try on new identities because we crave 
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the confirmation of like experiences, or the enlargement or transformation which can 
come from viewing a similar experience from a different perspective" (Kerr, 1998, p. 6). 
I understand intuitively that I have grown in my profession by listening to the 
stories of other teachers and students and in the telling of my stories to others. My own 
and others' stories and memories have shaped me as a person and teacher and influenced 
my daily teaching practice and I think this has been the case for the other teachers 
involved in this project as well. 
As indicated by Jenine in her response to Trish's narrative, 
1 think it1s wonderful to heel'r how open lJou erre about sharing ideas. 1 think this is one of the most 
important things foY' me p1"ofessionalllj "" to be in an enviT'onment wheT'e ,k::lT'ing takes place, 
continualleaT'ning, continual impl"ovement. I wondel" how to engendel" this kind of shal"ing 
thT'Oughout the sl)stem? I guess it's a l"iskl) thing to do ." puHing ljOUT' idem up faT' eV(Aluation (All 
the time. It has to be done in an accepting atmospheT'e, a husting atmosphel"e. (Jenine's 
comments to T Y'ish) 
Stories we tell and hear from others can change the direction of our lives and can 
help us understand the meaning of life. Stories are thought provoking and there is 
legitimate accountability in this form of professional development and professional 
identity formation. By listening to the stories of others we can get a good understanding 
of what teachers know, how teachers organize the knowledge they do have and how 
teachers knowledge changes over time and experiences. This source of knowledge will 
never diminish as the bank of my stored memories and shared stories grows over time. As 
Jenine commented to Jen, 
I W(AS inte'T'ested to see how you could see the shengths in each of the teacheY'S ljou've been in 
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contact with. I've also come to the conclusion tl,at each teacher> hm something special to ofFeT' 
that i> uni'-lue and that theT'e is no one '1"ight' wa4 in teaching. I am l'eali7ing what a constT'udive 
p"ocess valuing is .. valuing othel's, thei1" conf:T'ibutions, theil' abilities. (Jenine's commenh to 
Stories and discourse are a rich source of continuing professional development. It 
is a safe, non evaluative, flexible, open-ended, individualized platform to think about, 
reflect, analyze, write and articulate educational beliefs, understandings and practices. 
We are careless in the teaching profession in not recognizing the wealth of knowledge 
accumulated by the individuals within our own profession. 
'What '1 feamei taCfi year is aEways Juff of new feaming experiences and is afways 6rimmi"tl 
WitIi magic ami possi6iEities. . . . So '1 stand sharing worf@fiops witfi otfier /(itufergarten 
teacliers in :rootliiUs Scfioo{ 'lJivision. 'Ilk wor~fiops starteIf quite 6g accitfent as af[ gooa 
ilfeas temf to tio! '1 was given tlk jo6 of 600/(!ng a guest speoi:gr for a fQrufergarten teacliers 
muting in tfie spring . ... '1 was pfeasantfg surprised at fiow we{{ it af[ turnei out! !lliinost 
everyone wfJ{ me fiuw mucfi tky enjO!Jei tlk sliaring ani the ideas. Tfi£ c1iance to talJ(wit/i 
cofftogues wfio are in simifar situations. '1t was a wom£erful experience. 'Ilk response '1 got 
from tfiese work'!,fiops Was what rea me to taKing a 6ig sup anti offering tlk worR§fiop at tIk 
year 2000 teacliers convention. ('Irisfi's narrative) 
Teaching is a complex reflective practice. There is a relationship between the 
development of teaching skills, understanding oneself as a teacher, narration and 
reflective practice. Narration and reflective practice form a holistic approach to 
professional development and professional identity formation. Teaching stories become 
life stories. It is difficult to separate the teacher from the individual. We are constantly 
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reconstructing ourselves in our teaching practice through reflection and discourse. "We 
all practice the craft of autobiography in our inner conversations with ourselves about the 
meaning of our experience, and those conversations, no matter what language we use, are 
fundamentally theological or philosophical" (Kerr, 1998, p. 178). Reflective practice is a 
process of searching for a professional identity and there needs to be support of 
professional identity formation. 
The value of thie project really became apparent when all of the people taking part 
met in perBon .... I went Into thlB thinking that I waB the only one that would 
have a difficult 6tory to tell. Everyone haB had their doubtB and inBecuritieB in 
their career; even after yearB of experience. 
Thie project waB an inepiring one for me .... Meeting and diBcuBBing my 
experienceB with other. more experienced teachers waB extremely rewarding. 
(Jen'e; perBonal reflection) 
I want teachers to feel empowerment and take ownership of their professional 
growth and identity. Through this project I am giving myself and others this control in 
legitimizing the writing and sharing of teacher narratives as aiding in professional growth 
of oneself and others. Rather than seeing these reflections and stories as self-absorption, 
these stories are important in professional development. As indicated by Witherell 
(1991), it is important that the educational system encourage dialogue and connectedness 
between teachers in an effort to promote healthy development and learning. 
In a quest for authentic professional development, it is essential that teachers be 
given the opportunity to share and listen to the stories of others. Dialogue allows us to 
come face to face with other viewpoints. OUf understandings can be challenged and 
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refonnulated to improve our teaching. 
Getting to know your coUeagues is crucial, and can be difficult because teaching can be a very 
isolated profession (everyone loc'ked away in their own classrooms). You can grow as a teacher 
by taking from those who provide good examples of teaching, but it is also valuable to pay 
attention to those who don't do things as you would, and learn from that. (Julie's comments) 
Narrative of Apprenticeship 
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My First Year: A Reflection 
''You jU6t might not be 6uited to teaching. There are other occupation6 that 
would generate le66 6tre66 than tetlching." 
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I couldn't believe it! I had been through three month6 of torment with thi6 mtln. 
worked harder thtln I ever had to meet hie expecteitioM. and now, on my la6t day of 
prtlcticum he wae advi6ing me to throw it till tlwtly! Inevittlbly. I felt my ftlce heat up. my 
etomtlch lurch, and tetlr6 escape from my eyes. Do not let him eee you cry. I told myself 
"Ie 60methlng wrong?" he a6ked tentatively. 
That was till it took. I 6ttlrted to cry full-hetlrtedly. 
"Ah, I'm not really good at handling these kinde of thing6." he eaid. 
No kidding! I mtlntlged to muster up. "I just can't believe I'm finished." Well. it 
wa6n't ex.actly whtlt I had wanted to fJtly tit that point; tit letl6t I htldn't in6ulted him. I 
had already di6appolnted him profeMlonally; I wasn't about to tarnish his Image of me ae 
a per6on. After all, he had commented frequently on how well I took criticism. For 
whtltever reason, I could never get anything quite right. My lesson plans were either too 
vague or way too complicated; my evaluations were never in line with my objectives; he 
constantly que6tioned my knowledge my knowledge btle6 on the subject I was teaching 
the kids. Our relationship quickly had become one of intimidation which led to my eelf 
doubt. He intimidated me. not openly in front of anyone but behind cl06ed doors, to the 
point that I didn't trust anything that I wrote. read. or said. I would etutter when I was 
asked simple questione by my r8tudents. and my dally reflections were general and 
without feeling or opinion. My students were never the problem. They were very good to 
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me, and we could have had a lot more fun if I had felt .as though I actually deserved to be 
there. I re~ret caving in like I did. 
When I left the school that d.ay, I believed what he told me; I believed that I wasn't 
capable of teaching. I was wrong. 
I managed to get a job teaching drama and language arts at the Junior high 
school level. In the midst of my flurry to leam and fix up my classroom throughout the 
summer, I met mO£;t of the other teachers and administration with whom I would be 
working In the fall. Immediately, I knew I was among great people. I found support and 
guidance through many of these people and there are a few who definitely stand out. 
Each one of them resembles an aspect of being a teacher that I would like to assimilate. 
Janice was the head of the language arts department. She was knowledge.able, 
creative, and talented; I learned very quickly once school started how compasfilonate she 
was with her students, and they reciprocated that sentiment. I found myself always 
eeeking her advice and reaesurance if I felt something wasn't right. There was never a 
time when she turned me .away because she wae too busy. She treated .all staff and 
students this way. As I look forward to my second ye.ar of teaching and many years to 
come, I will strive to be as kind, patient. and generous .as Janice. 
Paige was the band teacher. I was fortunate enough for four months out of my 
year to co-direct a musical with Paige. She astonh::;hed me with her organization and 
tenaCity In this project. It was definitely a wake up c.all for me to work with someone who 
was alwaY6 one step ahead of everybody and everything. At times, I felt as though I 
wasn't doing as much as I could and I wasn't .as Involved as I wanted to be. This was all 
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brought on by my own in€;ecuritlee; and lack of experience. After the four monthe;, I could 
hardly put into warde; how much I learned from her. She ine;pired me to be more prepared 
and organized. 
rhe last two people I mue;t mention are my principal. Karen. and mya!;siBtant 
principal. Clyde. I was so fortunate to be able to work with two people who are so talented 
at what they do and work so well with each other. as well as everyone around them. 
Karen'S focus was everywhere. literally! She multi-tasked like no one I had ever seen. No 
matter what time of the day you Baw Karen she was always doing three or four things 
and doing them effectively. She put tremendoue; energy in everything she did. always 
putting her staff and e;tudents first. I am aiming for Karen's energy. Clyde worked a 
great deal with the diSCipline issues in our school. It was his first year there, and he was 
determined to implement an effective diSCipline plan for the school; he did. from start to 
finish Clyde dealt effectively with students who were either making bad decisioM!:; or in a 
modified prep program. What stands out for me when I think of Clyde Is his ability to 
follow through with whatever he says. rhere was not one student that did not take him 
seriously in this school. He proved to be a tremendous support to the teachers and 
support staff Following through and being effective In classroom management Is where 
Clyde is my role model. 
This past year was both rewarding and overwhelming. I immersed myself into 
many extra-curricular activities; probably too many. It was almost as though I was still 
trying to prove to myself and my practicum teacher that I could handle the work load. 
My colleagues were impressed with my work ethic, but really encouraged me to cool it. 
They knew and I knew that I was spread too thin. In the future. I will need to narrow my 
focue; and produce a higher quality of work. 
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As I reflect on my first year of teaching. j would have to say it WelS e;uccessful. I 
believe that a lot of thelt success came from the strength passed onto me by others 
and my own triumphant grappling with my practlcum nlghtm.~res. Now I can't wait to get 
up In the morning. With a little perseverance. I bunt rewarding relationships with bo-ch 
students and teachers. One person's Judgment was not enough to keep me from doing 
what I have always wanted to do. As I approach my second year of teaching. t am 
determined to correct any wrongs I have made in We past year and work towards 
refining my idea of effective teaching. 
Jen Matthew!; 
Physical Identity 
Lift up your hand, spread your fingers and look hard at your palm. The lines, bold 
and faint, the ridges, the intricate patterns ... all ofthem tell a story that is distinctly 
your own. 
Judith Hipskind 
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I have come to understand the importance of narratives in shaping and influencing 
me as a teacher and have found a tremendous need to listen to and present these stories in 
a visually interesting and meaningful way. In this project, I wanted to make connections 
between the stories that are written by teachers and the stories that the writers' hands tell. 
I wanted the writers to have a better appreciation of their physical identity. Life stories of 
individuals are told through hands. Stories are written on the line of a page, and stories 
are told by reading the lines of the hand. 
In working with mlj own fingel"p-rint, I found that thel"e wm much I didn't know about myself even 
in the lines, I was amazed at the wondel" of creation. Such an inhicate and detailed pClHe-rn that 
I oVeT'look eve-ry day. It makes me wondel" about the othel" things I'm ovel"looking .... (Jenine's 
personal reflection) 
We use our hands to express ourselves. We show love and caring towards others 
through our hands with gentle touches and holding. We show anger and distress through 
our hands by pushing, shoving and hitting. We show our creativity and self expression 
through writing and art. 
Visser (1994) indicated that hands are used in greeting people. Anthropologists 
refer to greetings as access rituals. As individuals meet, they greet each other with a 
hand-shake or wave. By doing this they are welcoming another individual, allowing 
himlher to become closer. The greeting is a public demonstration of acceptance. Hand 
shaking and waving in the past referred to honor, friendship and the formation of a 
contact as well as a sign of peace. The act of writing the teaching narratives in the hands 
of the teachers that are telling these stories symbolizes the use of hands in greeting and 
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welcoming others into their lives and in sharing their stories in a public demonstration of 
acceptance. 
Even though many people believe that our bodies are symmetrical with the left 
side mirroring the right, that is not the case. As indicated by Visser (1994), throughout 
history right and left have referred to the different sexes with the male, representing the 
good side, being the right and the left, or evil side, representing the female. Women were 
considered irrational, dark, marginal, cold, deceitful and generally sinister like the left 
hand. Men were considered important, honest, straightforward, and intelligent like the 
right hand. This may be why there is a prejudice in favor of the right side and against the 
left. It was for this reason that I had the women transpose their words in the lines of a 
fmgerprint from the left hand. This act was in recognition of the left hand, the feminine 
side. It represents the equality that should exist between the genders, their words and their 
hands. One is not complete without the other. 
As highlighted by Visser (1994), in most cultures the right hand is considered 
more significant. In English culture it represents power, truth, permanence, reliability, 
dexterity, acceptability, immediacy, and correctness. On the other hand, the left hand 
means sinister, weak or worthless. In French droit means straight and just, and gauche is 
the opposite and means gawky. Mancino in Italian means left handed and treacherous. 
The comparison of good and evil are related to hands, with the right hand being good and 
the left being evil. The use of the left hand is used in many cultures in ceremonies dealing 
with death. In cultures where hands are used to eat with, the left hand is not used as it is 
considered dirty and unworthy of such a task. Gesturing with the right hand is superior to 
gesturing with the left hand. Left handedness is often referred to as outside the norm. 
Most left·handed individuals have known the pressure of trying to conform to using the 
right hand. 
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As suggested by Visser (1994), even though in modem wedding ceremonies both 
the male and female exchange rings, in the past in Anglo-Saxon marriages only the 
women received a ring to be worn on the fourth finger of the left or female hand. It is 
interesting that in recent times we have found out that the right hand is controlled by the 
left side of the brain and the left hand controlled by the right. Speech is controlled by the 
left and the more we know about the left brain and its tasks the less we seem to know 
about the functions of the right side of the brain except for its spatial capabilities. 
I believe that humans are obsessed with body image. What is considered 
acceptable or desirable is defined by the culture in which we live. Even though there are 
differences between cultures, the body is used by all in an expression of morals, 
preferences, ideals, and social structures. Cultural expectations and differences influence 
our physical identity. Our physical identity significantly influences the understanding of 
ourselves, the world, our reflections upon it and the stories we write and share with 
others. 
The five senses, including touch, help us better understand and experience the 
outside world. Through time people have turned to the shape and lines of the hand in 
providing answers to their lives. The lines of the hand are a type of map showing us the 
direction in which our lives will take us. 
Hands are important tools in expressing ourselves. Our hands and the lines on 
them tell our life stories like the lines or rings in the trunk of a tree. The lines show times 
of drought, disease and prosperity. Like the narratives that teachers tell, everyone's hand 
and fingerprints are uniquely our own, but in all the differences one can find 
commonalties between hands and stories. 
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Hand prints have importance in our lives, whether or not we believe in the 
information offered by reading palms, which does not only include reading the lines on 
the palm of the hand but includes all dimensions of the hand. When babies are born in 
hospitals, imprints of their hands are made as a form of identification. When we enter 
elementary school, again we make imprints of our hands to give to our parents as gifts. 
Like celebrities in Hollywood, we make our mark by placing our hands into wet cement 
when pouring a new sidewalk or driveway. As we grow older, we occasionally go and 
place our hands into the prints we left behind years before. The stories, like the prints, are 
marks we can leave behind as a form of identification. Years later, we can revisit these 
stories, by placing our hands back into our prints, and reflecting back on the importance 
and significance these words have had in our lives. 
As indicated by Whitaker (1998), for thousands of years and over many cultures 
people have been intrigued with understanding the meanings of the lines on the hands. 
The hand revealed a map that showed the direction of one's life and provided a form of 
physical identity. The lines provided insights into an individual's character and 
personality, intelligence and temperament, talents, personal needs, and health. This 
provided clues in how past events shaped present opportunities and how today's actions 
influence future events, opportunities for success, and life challenges. This becomes a 
story of physical identity. 
The writers were intrigued with transposing their stories in a fingerprint that 
represented their personality and represented them physically. Even though the process 
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was labor intensive, they liked the creative nature in which their words were represented. 
When writing my narrative, I found it very difficult to narrow my focus. I was always keeping in 
mind the fact that it would have to be rewritten in the form of a simple fingerprint. This helped 
me to edit. (Julie's personal reRection) 
Fingerprints are used as the ultimate and most accurate fonn of physical identity 
in today's society. Fingerprints, like the teachers' stories, are uniquely our own, but have 
common characteristics. As pointed out by Hipskind (1998), the three basic types of 
fingerprint patterns include the arch, the loop and the whorl. Many believe the pattern and 
the fmger it is located on gives insights into personality. The writers chose a fingerprint 
on the left hand in tribute to its feminine label. They chose the fingerprint that best fit 
their personality in which to write their story. It was a wonderful coincidence that 
everyone selected a different finger. As a result, this project literally represents a handful 
of stories. 
Trish wrote her narrative in the print of her index finger, which is a whorl, as it 
best describes her personality. Individuals with whorls on their index fingers are 
described as having success in their careers and should be in business for themselves. 
They tend to like to do things their way to guarantee they are done correctly (Hipskind, 
1998). Julie wrote her narrative in the print of her ring finger, which is a loop, as it best 
describes her. Individuals with loops on their ring finger are described as enjoying 
working with their hands, especially in an outside environment. These individuals are 
comfortable, harmonious, peaceful and natural (Hipskind, 1998). Jen wrote her narrative 
in the print of her little fmger, which is a loop. Individuals with loops on their little finger 
are described as having good insight into the human condition and give helpful advice. 
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They are very particular about detail and enjoy to talk. They have a need to help others 
and are excellent communicators (Hipskind, 1998). Jenine wrote her narrative in the print 
of her middle finger, which is also a loop. Individuals with loops on their middle finger 
are described as being creative and open to new ideas. They are strong-minded but love 
to debate and discuss varying ideas and philosophies. According to Hipskind, they 
generally have a live-and-let-Iive attitude towards life. I wrote my narrative in the print of 
my thumb, which is a whorl, which I believe describes me well. Individuals with whorls 
on their thumb are described as thriving on accomplishing tasks and overseeing obstacles 
in their way. They have a tremendous need to be in control of events in their lives. 
Millions of people travel to Hollywood to place their hands in the prints of their 
favorite personality or celebrity. In doing so they feel they have made a connection to 
those people, their lives, their stories, their past. I hope that by taking the teachers' prints 
and writing their stories in the lines of their hands, other teachers can read these stories 
and place their hands into the hands of other teachers in feeling a part or making 
connections with their lives and teaching stories. 
Narrative of Social Criticism 
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Figure 4 
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French Immersion in a Small Town 
I am a big city gal who came to a small logging town ~ve years ago to teach, of all things, 
French Immersion. My experience as a French teacher in this setting have opened my eyes to small town 
politics and how the importance of an educational programme's reputation can eclipse the needs of the 
individual student. 
The French Immersion programme in my town has the reputation of being elitist. I would agree 
with this perception. It didn't take me long to realize that some parents of children in the programme 
were not primarily concerned with their children becoming bilingual and more aware of French culture, 
but were more interested in being able to say their child was a French Immersion student. To some it 
seemed to be more an issue of prestige than quality of education. Very few French Immersion parents 
have taken any initiative to rearn even basic French themselves, thus it is very difAcult for them to 
academically support their children at home, particularly when their children reach the higher grade levels 
and the language becomes more complex. On many occasions I have received notes or phone calls from 
parents excusing their children for having incomplete homework because they, the parents, could not 
help their children with it. 
The French Immersion programme is elitist in another way as well. You do not~nd students with 
severe behavior or learning problems in the French Immersion programme, at least not to the severity that 
is becoming more and more common in the English stream. Learning Assistance is a best 
underdeveloped, which is due mostly in my opinion to the denial which exists among French Immersion 
administration that children enrdlledin the programme do not need extra help because they are an 
academic cut-above. This year t taught ~rst grade, and one of my students experienced severe language 
acquiSition problems throughout the entire year. Her recognition of common French vocabulary was 
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extremely weakt but was moderately stronger than in English. Due to my personal hustration over the 
quality of learning assistance provided at the schoot I approached my administrator (also the Learning 
Assistance teacher) about the possibility of discussing alternative educational routes with this student's 
parents. I was told that I could not even suggest the child be removed hom the programmet due to the 
fact that French Immersion suffers regularly from attritiont thus high student numbers need to be 
maintained in the lower grades in order to assure suffiCient student numbers at the high school. I feltt in 
this instancet that the programme was being put before the educational needs of my student. 
The goal of the programme is to make effective French communicators out of English studentst 
but I question the term "immersion" when the only environment in which the students are exposed to 
French is in the classroom. Students rarely choose to speak French during recess and lunch, and need to 
be constantly encouraged to socialize in their second language by their teachers. The few students that 
appreciate the joy of a second language take pride in their education, while the majority eventually come 
to treat it as a burden. 
I am fortunate enough to have taught in the programme at grade one, and also at grades ~ve to 
ten. I was very impressed with how quickly and enthusiastically my ~rst grade students picked up the 
language. I waSt howevert equally disheartened by the performance in French of most of the students at 
the high school level. In general, I found their written grammar to be quite weak and their spoken French 
continued to be riddled with incorrect direct English translations. Indeed the best of the Core French 
students I taught at the high school were better at conjugating verbs than the average Immersion student. 
When I asked my grade nine and ten students how may intended to pursue French after graduation, only 
kve out of nineteen students raised their hands. As the language became more complicated and 
expectations were increased, most students became hustrated and lost interest. 
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Iv3 for possible solutions to the problematic issues which exist within the French Immersion 
Programme, I have only two. Most importantly, the programme must continue to become less exclusive if 
it is to survive. We need to balance increased expectations for the ultimate level of bilingualism among 
students in the programme with more effective learning assistance for those that struggle but are able to 
achieve success with properly trained school support and parental involvement. Finally, I believe French 
Immersion in my community should only continue if the integrity of the programme can be maintained. 
Otherwise it is, in my view, a waste of money and great source of friction, in a very Anglophone 
community. 
Julie Wilson 
Personal Identity 
Life is a succession of lessons which must be lived to be understood. 
Helen Keller 
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No kidding! I managed to muster up, "I just can't believe I'm finished." Well, It 
wasn't eX6Ictly what I had wanted to say at that point; at least I hadn't insulted 
him. I had alre6ldy disappointed him profeseionally; I wasn't about to tarnish his 
image of me as a person. After all, he had commented frequently on how weill 
took criticism. For whatever reason, I could never get anything quite right. (Jen's 
narrative) 
The above quotation shows that it is difficult to separate the teacher from the 
person. If we criticize the teacher, we criticize the individual. Most teachers put 
everything of themselves into their career. This was very evident in the narratives and 
discourse between group members. The personal identity of the teachers became clear in 
their writing and their journey towards continued development in this area evident. There 
was personal growth through the process of writing and sharing of experiences in this 
project. 
Teaching is not simply ajob, but it is a way oflife and a reflection of the person. 
We are all unique and special individuals as well as unique and special teachers. We all 
have something important to offer the students in our own style and approach to teaching. 
As I indicated to Jenine, 
In your narrative, you definitdy shared that teaching is an expression of ourselves. A 
situation where it is nearly impossible to separate the teacher from the person. It is the 
teacher/student relationship that is the foundation of all learning and that one style of 
teaching is not necessarily superior to another. Different teaching styles is important in 
reaching the needs of all the different learning styles. It is a bout finding your style -
teaching or learning - and working with it rather than against it There can be a balance 
between teacher centered and student centered styles of teaching. What style works 
best for you will make you an effective teacher. (Caroline's comments to J enine) 
There are many lessons to be learned about being a teacher and a human being. 
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Even though some of the lessons are difficult, they are essential in our development. This 
project allows the teachers to explore lessons they have learned. Teachers are students 
asking questions and finding the answers to life. This learning process brings true value 
to our existence, even though we never really master life. 
"You are enrolled in a full-time informal school called 'life'. Each day in this 
school you will have the opportunity to learn lessons. You may like the lessons or 
hate them, but you have designed them as part of your curriculum" (Carter-Scott, 
1998, p. 22). 
Life can be compared to travels we make following the map outlined by our soul. 
Narratives directly relate to these travels. We can jot down the sights we have seen and 
experiences we have had in our travel log. We start this journey at the location of our 
birth and look towards the North, South, East and West in determining which road to 
follow. As stated by Scharr, "The future is not some place we are going, but one we are 
creating. The paths to it are not found but made, and the activity of making them changes 
both the maker and the destination" (Scharr, as quoted in Clemmer, 1999, p. 21 ). 
Not only do our reflections of experiences change fundamentally who we are, but 
so does sharing and listening to the experiences of others. These experiences become part 
of our knowledge base even though we may have not experienced them first hand. We 
are all in interaction with each other, and every new encounter redefines our 
understanding of reality and the future. I had never thought about a career in education 
until I met one individual who was considering traveling in that direction. She convinced 
me, and then my husband, to exit the freeway down that off ramp. She missed that exit, 
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turned down the next and never went on to become a teacher. 
The map we follow provides directions on how to be human, how to live a 
fulfilling and meaningful life in pursuit of a personal identity. Lessons are learned from 
the potholes, detours and road construction that occur along the way. We can only hope 
that we do not end up making a wrong tum down a dead end road and being forced to 
pull aU-tum. 
"However, when we choose the road less traveled, we'll reflect back years later 
and say that, while we wouldn't want to live through the pain again, it was 
nevertheless an important turning point. It was one of the best things that 
happened to us. It seasoned and strengthened us" (Clemmer, 1999, p. 14). 
Our life travels can be very challenging and difficult as we make decisions on 
which direction to follow. "Ultimately we learn best from ourselves, that little voice that tells us 
when what we are doing is right" (Julie's comments). 
Everyone has hislher own unique lessons to learn in understanding oneself, but it 
is in the reflecting upon these lessons and in sharing these stories we can learn to handle 
the more challenging bumps along the way. We can only comment on our experiences 
and hope they are helpful to others on similar journeys down the road of life. 
InItially, I went into this project feeling aB though I had eo much to learn from the 
experIenced teachers who were particIpating. Thlg definitely proved to be the cage. 
However. they also were able to leam from me. I believe it brought them back to when 
they fir6t Btarted teaching and made them realize how far they had come. I would 
like to think that we all walked away from thl6 experience h.::lving learned a great deal 
from everyone involved. I certainly did. (Jen's pergonal reflection) 
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We all need to follow this map in traveling the road of personal growth and 
understanding. Even though our path and experiences are different from one another we , 
can learn and share many traveling tips with each other, as highlighted by Julie in her 
comments to Trish; 
I like how you explained the various stops along your journey .. , . One stop leads to another, 
and had you missed a stop, you may have gone in another direction, though I do feel you 
probably would have ended up a teacher any way, because you were always so drawn to it. 
(Julie's comments to Trish) 
Our body is the vehicle that we travel down the highways and byways of our life. 
It is important this vehicle is wen maintained with regular and frequent check ups, The 
relationship that exists between our body and mind is fundamental in our travels down 
the road of life. This relationship, good or bad, will have a great deal to do with the 
quality of our life experiences. Many are satisfied and others not with the vehicle that 
transports them through life. It is important to understand how to drive and care for the 
vehicle we have been given to map out our travels whether it be a sports car, lUXury 
sedan, motor home or convertible. Enjoy the road trip known as life and be open and 
honest to yourself and others. As reflected by Jenine to Jen, 
Yow narrrative waS" so honest and open. Although I haven't expeT'ienced anything 1'0 extT'eme. I 
that time with 1'0 much dignity. <;boength. and I'elf·knowledge. I hope that I will be able to do the 
,ame. My pT'oblem is" that I I'upply my own CT'iticUlI enviT'onment! I can become 1'0 CT'iticUlI of myself 
thUit it'l' CT'ippling! Reading yOUT' naT'T'ative helped me T'e.T'eali7e how counteT'PT'oductive it is to 
believe the CT'iticiS"m .. my own aT' otheT'sl (Jenine's commentS' to Jen) 
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Life is an adventure worthy of exploring and the answers we seek lie not outside 
of us but within and can be explored through reflective writing and sharing with others. 
I enjoyed this p-rocess of discove-ry about myself th-rough 1"efledion. I found it parlicula-rly valuable 
to do so in C1 collabo-rative way with othe-r teache-rs. I felt such enCOU1"agement finding out thGlt 
othe-r teache-r$ had simila-r shuggles in theiT' teaching. CJenine's peT'sonal T'efledion) 
It is important to remember that how we perceive others has a lot to do with how 
we perceive ourselves. We view ourselves and others based on our past experiences, 
feelings and thoughts. Like looking in the rear view mirror or side mirror of a vehicle 
which states the warning. objects may be closer than they appear, each experience and 
meeting with others reflects back an opportunity to explore our own relationship with 
ourselves. 
wfien '1 tfiint6acRt-1 guess 1. lia:ve always wantetl to 6e a teac&r. '1 fia.ve always fi.k¢ 
SCMo4 Emt Fia.ve always fiad to wor(at it. Tftis journey IUzs fiai its sfia.re of cfifficufties, 6ut 
sorrreminiJ alwaysl@pt me going. '1 guess it must have 6een cfetemtination or may6e it was in 
spite after a coun.sefor toft{ my parents to hwer their expectatUms for me, as 1. UJou.fd 
proIia61ij on6j 6e a waitress. '1 cfo tUJt r~ peqpfe teffing me that 1. can tUJt ao sometlii"t/' 'lt 
~ me want to ao it even more, just to prove tfzem wrong! {,Irl..sli's narrative} 
Qualities we like about ourselves tend to be qualities we admire in others. 
Qualities we dislike in ourselves are ones we dislike in others. In looking at the stories of 
others it is as though we are looking in a mirror and seeing the reflections of our own 
experiences. This reflection allows us the opportunity to explore and understand 
ourselves better. In supporting others in this way, we are supporting ourselves. The map 
of our life travels is more clearly defined and not obscured by poor driving conditions. As 
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I commented to Jen, 
student teaching should allow individuals to learn from other teaching prOfe.55ionals 
student teachers should not be judged by experienced teachers They tend to judge new 
teachers based on their values, beliefs and ideas about teaching and do not take into 
consideration that student teachers have their own values! beliefs and ideas about 
teaching. A great deal can be learned from each other, sslong as c:m atmosphere is 
created that is conducive to sharing ideas and asking questions without being evaluated 
student teaching should be 8 process that allows for growth 8S both a teacher and 
individuaL 
Situation6 like this never encourage individuals to improve or refled positively 
on teaching It leads to bad feelings a bout the profeSSion It causes individuals to 
question their teaching abilrly Self doubt does not allow for growth I am 50 glad that 
you were strong enough to survive this experience and then have the opportunity to 
have positive learning experience.5 with other colleagues. These positive experiences can 
never undo the damage done by the negative experiences The negative experiences can 
tend to linger in your mind and haunt you when you are having a rough day. How do you 
heal from a experience hke this? Since most teachers put everything they have into 
teaching, when they are criticized as a teacher, they feel a6 though they are being judged 
as a person. (Caroline's comments to Jen) 
Writing and sharing stories about our teaching practice gives insight into the 
development of an individual personally as wen as professionally, Truth about who we 
are as individuals cannot be separated from who we are as professionals. "Teaching that 
cla<;s wa<; a 1"eGlI struggle bewu<;e I gGlve the be<;t thGlt wa, in me, Glnd I did evel"ything that I knew wa, 
l"ight to do, Glnd they didn't value what I gGlVe" (Jenine's narrative). As teachers we must 
understand the social context in which we teach. To become a better person or teacher we 
must live through the experiences and learn from the experiences of others. We struggle 
as teachers in developing a clear understanding of what teaching is about and what 
meaning it has for us. As commented by Jenine to Caroline, 
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It. must have been so difficult. for you t.o live sU1"'l"ounded with the t.T'agedies of life being played out 
heaT't.he stOT'y of t.he boy who wanted to become a mat.h teacheT' was veT'y uplifting. t;ven though 
you ~ay what you did \VelS meaningless, I don't. think so. This example demomiT'ates t.hat you had 
. 
an impact.. You gave him hope. As you said, a whole lot of liule seemingly imignificant things 
become significant. This too in the lives of otheT'~. Somet.imes we don't even know the impact. we 
have. (Jenine's comments to CG1T'oline) 
I have grown in my profession by listening to the stories of other teachers, 
students and in the telling of my stories to others. My own and others' stories and 
memories have shaped me as a person and teacher and influenced my daily teaching 
practice. Human beings are natural storytellers. Stories about teaching are written within 
the context of a teacher's life history and are important in analyzing and bringing order to 
our lives. Stories about teaching tell more about feelings, attitudes, interpretations, goals 
and beliefs than they do about curriculum or teaching practice, Stories are important in 
the development of an individual. As outlined in Jen' s personal reflection, 
Telling my story about my practicum W6ilS very therapeutic for me. I had been 
carrying this guilt and Insecurity about my abilities as a teacher for a while. and 
revealing what happened made me understand how ridiculous it all was. One 
person's opinion really shouldn't have made me feel like I was a hopelegs case. 
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Even though my firet year of teaching went fairly well. Il8tlll etruggled with the 
feeling that I wae; not worthy of being there. When I read the part of my practicum 
to any of my te.achlng colleaguee; they were appalled at the die;couragement I 
received. Thie; reaction valldated my belief that I wae; treated ul1fairly. (Jen'e; 
pere;onal reflection) 
As indicated by Britzman and Pitt (1997), most teachers on a quest for self.mastery 
in teacher education struggle with the mastery of one's own identity and that of the role 
of teacher. 
It is difficult to fmd a balance within ourselves that deals satisfactorily with the demons 
fighting within UB as to what is right and why things are sitnply the way they are 
Someiitnes we may feel very uncomfortable in our own skin, saying the words that we 
are expected to say in support of the philosophy behind a program and at the same 
time knowing the darker side 
Even though my frustrations are from a different area of the curriculum, they 
are based on the same issues of what is best for the students, what are the expectations 
of all the stakeholders and what is the philosophy of the program and why all these 
clements are 50 far apart on the spectrum Why is there not a common goal? How can 
we achieve unrly? (Caroline's comments to Julie) 
It is somewhat painful to remember events that impacted our lives and 
development so profoundly, but writing about difficult times allows for understanding 
and resolution. This directly relates to Anna Freud's writings on transference. She 
believed that unresolved conflicts from our past with ourselves or others impact the 
meaning of current events and experiences. "Learning how one learns from the lives, 
histories, cultures and dilemmas of others involves a close study of one's own conditions 
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of learning" (Britzman & Pitt, 1997, p. 69). Understanding ourselves and our past gives 
us the starting point at which we view the present and make insights into who we are 
personally and professionally. It allows us to understand why teaching and learning are so 
complex and why the dynamics between individuals is so varied. 
I found that my teaching style worked with some classes and not with others. The 
classes who did not like my style were very open and quite hurtful when expressing 
thei'r frustration with me. However, as the year went on, and I persevered. I 
allowed my students to see more of who I was a6 a person. With this, I found their 
appreciation and tolerance grew. Some of them actually hugged me at the end of 
the year! (Jen's personal reflection) 
Mitchell and Weber (1999) describe teachers as travelers. Teachers are influenced 
by travels and explorations of their past. The authors refer to this type of genre as writing 
memoir, which focuses on the combination of what is remembered and how it is 
remembered Memories and sharing stories are important in growing as a person and 
redeftning ourselves and understanding our place in the world. Understanding our past 
gives us the opportunity to rewrite the future. 
Narrative of Hope 
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Figure 5 
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I Hope ... 
what is hope? r don't really understand what it is and have dlfficulty putting its meaning 
into words. It 15 a feeling we need to have, in making Se!15e of the world and in directing our 
lives, bvt is unique and different to all. Hope is fovnd deep within us, but its exad location is 
undefined It can never disappear, but sometimes the emotion is stronger than at other times 
when r feel hope, r feel warm and content When I feel a loss of hope I feel cold and confused. 
There ar.e 8. number of different types of hope. Personally, I can hope for the future and 
hope for the best I can hope for a change in the weather and hope to see aomeone soon. 
Professionally, I can hope that I am being the best teacher I can be and hope I will never lose 
hope in the profession or in the ability of students to learn I hope that I am reaching the needs 
of all of my students and hope iliat the educational system will survive the turbulent times of 
restructuring and under funding. 
Many people in this world of change and difficult times have lost hope. There seemB to 
be no hope left for marriage, the family, government, communi'iy, religion, or school. The 
foundatio!15 of our socidy are beginning to crack because of the loss of hope in the strength of 
the structure to weather the storm What is important is that people not lose hope in 
themselves, others, or in the building blocks of society 
I have struggled with finding and maintaining hope. It is a very elusive emotion Some 
day5 I feel I have captured it and other daye it has escaped me But I have come to understand 
that I need hope and that it has had Significant :rneaning in my life. Hope is a family name It is 
the maiden name of my great-grandmother, the middle name of my grandfather and the first 
name of any davghter I may have in the fvture. On one occasion I was told I resembled HOPE -
that is Bob Hope It is believed that Bob Hope is the first cousin of my sreat-grandmother I 
suess if we are related I cannot argve that we may have a faint resemblance to one another 
I started my career in teaching in 1Solated northern native communities Communities 
where students came to school in horse drawn-wagons and families lived off the resources of 
the land Communities where they had no status or reserve land and where there were no 
employment opportunities Communities where there were few health care services and T8 
was an epidemiC. Communities where there was no running water, no indoor plumbing, no 
store6 or facilities, no radio or television, and often funes little or no hope. 
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The people were warm and welcoming They allowed us into their communiiies, into 
their lives and their hearts. They were eager to share with us their Cree and Chipewyan 
traditions. I cared for the children, the people and the community This made the abu6E:S more 
difficult to understand and to deal with. It was reported that 80% of community members 
admiited being addided to prescription drugs Alcohol consumpiion and illegal drug use was 
excessive. verbal, physical and sexual abuse was a frequent occurrence Suicide rates were high 
and murders common. The causality one night was a recently graduated grade nine student, 
who had just turned sixteen the day previous and was four months pregnant She had been 
brutally beaten to death by her 27 year old boyfriend who was cmgry with her for wani:ing to 
leave the communify to go to high school He was angry at her for wanting something more He 
was angry because she had hope for her future and he did not 
It was in the north that I noticed my hope start to fade I saw a lot ofhopelessnes6 in 
the rqes of the people They were in search of an identity and hope for the fuiure 'They wanted 
their people, culture and traditions to survive. I became very depressed and lost hope in 
humanity and in making a difference. I found it extremely difficulty to watch the abuses of this 
community. I came to the realization that I could not save these people from their abusive and 
destrudive tendenciesj the rescue needed to come from within r learned to focus on the hopeful 
and good things in these people and not on hopele6s matters 
The interactions and relationships formed with the students were most rewarding. It 
wa6 amazing that many of the students really did care about school, even thovgh they 
6truggled and were faced with adver6ities I tried very hard to make sure that all my students 
experienced success of some type in school; that is what kept me hopeful One boy in my grade 
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nine math clase had real atirlude and was unsuccessful at math, until he realized that I cared 
and expected him to do well. He Came to errioy math and worked hard to get one of the highest 
marks in dass He thanked me for turning him on to math 
Whenever I need a reminder of the importance of hope in our lives, I watch the film 
3hawshanl; Redemption 'The movie remind6 you that no matier how desperate the situation you 
can never lose hope. Red says to Andy, "Hope is a dangerous thingi hope can drive a man insane ll 
But by the end of the movie, Red finds hope and statee, "Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of 
things II 'The last line of the movie is Simply, "I hope ..... U allOWing the viewer to fill in their own 
wishes of hope 
I have learned a great deal about people, education and myself through my exploration 
of hope Many people are losing hope in the educational eystem Restructuring by the 
government is because of a lack ofhop€ in the existing system 'They are trying to fix something 
not in need of repair How can you improve a system that is already one of the best in the 
world? 
Some parents feel fuey need to shop around for alternative educational products, 
because they have lost hope in community schools providing fue best education for fueir child 
But the best education students can get is in their own community, knowing their neighbors and 
caring for the welfare of the people in it 
'There are great schools, administrators, teachers, parents and students that support all 
of the wonderful things happening in our schools 'The most important part of education is the 
teaching and learning relationship that is forged between teachers and students. 'T eClching is 
often referred to as a thankless profeSSion, but what keeps me hopefvl are all the little things 
that happen each day And even though the little things may seem insignificant, 8 whole lot of 
little things are very Significant 
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I hope that I can make a difference I hope that I will always love teaching 1 hope that I 
will always care I hope ........ . 
Carohne Roberts 
Conclusion 
Think of all you would have missed 
but for the journey there, 
and know that the true worth 
of your travels lies not in where 
you come to be at journey's end, 
but in who you come to be along the way. 
Anonymous 
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The purpose of this project was to bring together five women, teachers, identities 
at various points in their teaching careers and lives. Each person brought to the group 
their beliefs and yalues about teaching, their insecurities about their first years in the 
profession, stories of their growth and learning as people and professionals. Each had 
something unique to share about herself, While having commonalities and shared 
experiences that were universal to alL 
My main objective was to allow each member to gain personal insights about her 
development as individuals and teachers. All members of the group were instrumental in 
offering each other support, reflection, and an arena to and discuss successes and failures 
in her career. Each member was an important contributor to the project and to the 
narratives of each person taking part in the project. The goal was to provide living action 
research about identity formation. The identities that I identified in the development of 
this project include authoring identity, professional identity, personal identity, gender 
identity, and physical identity. Throughout this process, the individuals gave support and 
feedback to one another allowing for the formation, creation, and authoring of teaching 
narratives using Preskill' s model. Five narratives were written, including those of social 
criticism, journey, apprenticeship, reflective practice and hope. The bond created by the 
group allowed each individual the freedom, confidence and strength to share things that 
they had not had the ability to share in the past. 
One area of development for all members of this group was in the formation of an 
authoring identity. This area of identity formation was highlighted by insecurities in 
writing ability. I found that this was the area where all members required the most 
support from the group as a whole. It was not until we all met and read our initial 
narratives and gave each other feedback that the true authoring identities of each person 
revealed themselves. It required support and acknowledgment from the group that what 
each person had to say was unique and important. Each member went on to write and 
rewrite her narrative in an attempt to create thoughtful and rich stories. 
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The presentation of the final narrative was to be in the form of each individual's 
fingerprint. Their narrative was to be placed into the lines of their print at the author's 
discretion. The final product resulted in a completely unique picture of the individual. 
Their story wrapped into something that was a work of art - a one and only creative piece 
reflecting completely the individual who authored it. 
I hoped that the teachers gained pedagogical insights by hearing the different 
forms of narratives by each individual in the group. Judging by the collaboration, support, 
responses, and efforts put forward by the group, I am thoroughly convinced of the 
success of this project. I was especially impressed with the amount of time and effort put 
forward by each individual in the writing of her narrative, especially after the group 
sharing and discussion session. The comments and responses given showed a great deal 
of thought and reflection on the process throughout. 
The formation of a professional identity was also a major point of the group 
discussions. Each member commented on her ability to share experiences with each other 
and receive positive and constructive feedback about events in her career. This was an 
overarching theme in all of the narratives. All members felt that what they had to share 
was received with importance and validity by each and every member of the group. Each 
felt that her professional contribution to the group was listened to and identified as 
important. Each member also commented on the similarities of life stories that each 
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person shared, as well as on the uniqueness of each story to the individual. 
The initial concentration of the group was on each person's development as a 
professional in the teaching arena. It was along this path that each began to realize that 
the narratives showed more than just that. Each narrative had a common thread of self 
realization and the personal development each has attributed to herself over her varied 
and individual travels to reach the point at which she presently stands. This journey of 
realization has taken many turns into the past and is going to involve a synthesis of events 
and occurrences. The reflection of the individuals on this phenomenon will help to shape 
their identities. I hope this project aided these teachers in a journey of identity 
exploration. This exploration allowed them to look at the influences in their lives as 
experiences they must embrace, write about, reflect upon, grow with and learn from as 
they continue to construct and reconstruct who they are as individuals, teachers, 
professionals, and women. 
"Not many teachers are offered regular, ongoing, systematically planned and 
supported opportunities to think with one another, to talk to one another, and to observe 
and learn form one another" (Zola, 1988), I hope that through this project, I have 
provided this opportunity for a small group of teachers. 
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Personal Reflections 
Jenine Chen 
Appendix A 
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In writing my -reflective nVlT'T'ative, I hove found -tha-t my peloception of the situa-tion has changed 
not only since the initiClI event, but even over> the pCld: few months as I have been r'e'r'eflecting on my 
naT'r'ative. !<:elj elemenh have -remained the ,ame in my na-r-rative; however>, -the inte-rp-relo-tions of my r'ole 
and -the -roles of my studenh in the na-r-rative hove changed. 
In the beginning, I fel-l:: like I knew the II-rightll wOlj to teach students how to be effective 
communica-l::01"s and independent leamer'S. To me, the students' IClck of willingness to emb-race this 
independen-l:: s-l::yle of lea-rning -revealed Cl deficiency wi-l::hin them. However>, at this point in the p-rocess I feel 
that I was mistaken. The stljle of lea-rn ing thot ljou have (whether> becauS'e of per>sonal p-refer>ence 01" 
cul-l::u-rol backg-round) is neithe-r r'ight Or' Wr'Ong. However>, if the teacher> wanh to help the student, Clccept 
a wider> -range of S'tyles, the onus is on -I::he -I::eClcher> -1::0 p-rovide CI meClns -I::h-rough which -I::he studen-l::s cCln come 
to the plClce of such ClcceptClnce. Once CI means is p-rovided and student, s-till choose not to walk Cllong this 
PClth, -I::hen -I::he onus is on them. 
As a beginning teG1che-r, I felt it WClS impo-rtClnt to leG1m the II-right" WClljS -1::0 teClch Clnd then Clppllj 
these techniCjues effectively Clnd efficiently. Although I stillleG1n tOWG1-rds this o-rientCltion of cu-r-riculum G1S 
technologlj, I am willing to emb-rClce -I::he fCld that there CI-re mG1ny s-l::yles of bo-l::h -I::eClching Clnd leCl-rning and 
that G1 ma-l::UT'e teG1cher has G1ccess to mClny of theS'e S'tyles and CG1n Cldapt as' the S'ltuCltion CCllls for' -this. 
I enjoyed -I::hi, p-rocess of discove-ry about myself th-rough -reflection. I found it PCl-rticulClY'llj vClluClble 
to do so in a collClbo-rG1tive way with other' teache-rs. I felt such encour'agemen-l:: finding out thCl-l:: o-l::he-r 
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teache-rs had similerr d::l"uggles in theil" teaching, 
In wOl"king with mlj own fingel"pl"int, I found that thel"e was much I didn't know about mljl"elf even 
from a physical 51::cmd point, I'd nevel" looked at mlj fingel"p-rinh bef01"e, and when Wl"lting my s-tOl"y in the 
lines, waS amazed at the wondel" of c-reation. Such an inhicate and detailed pattel"n tilat I ovel"look evel"Y 
day. It makes me wondel" about the othel" things I'm ovel"looking ... 
TrisFt'Draper 
'1 enjoyed oeing a part of Cari's tfiesis. Tlie process we a£( went thrOUffFt was very 
interesting. 'in nu:my respects, it liefped me to focus on various events in my teacliing career, as we[[ 
as remenWer tliings fong since f(Jl'gotten. 
'1 enjoyed tIie sliilling portion of tlie process. 'Wlien we aff got togetlier at Carl's fwuse to 
reaa our stories, we eacFt too/(tums snaring our stories ami aiscussed eacli one imfivUfuatlg. '1t was 
WOTUiufuljust to connect witFt otlier teacliers at various points in tlieir careers. 'it was great to see 
ami liear tIiat aftfwugli our stories are a[[ very aifferent, mo.ny of tIie feeCings a60ut some oosie issues 
anti events were very simifar. 'it was Ukt a vein 1iI!tning tftrougfi tlie wfwfe process. 
'1 fowul tlie writing to oe quite difficult 6ecause '1 was unsure of wliat '1 was Ming. 'it was 
aifficult to write a60ut my sefj Tfie editing process we went thrOUfffi, everyone editing ami 
questioning everyone efse's stories, rea1fy liefpea me. '1 was aDfe to rework:.,my story, answering 
questions tli£ editing process onlUglit out. 
'1 wouU£ 6e most interested to see /iow tfr£ wfwfe project jinisfies up. 
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Jen Matthews 
This project was an inspiring one for me. When Cari asked me to do this I jumped 
at the chance. So much had happened to me since my practlcum that! was looking for 
an excuse to reflect on it. Meeting and discussing my experiences with other, more 
experienced teachers was extremely rewarding. I found out that I was not the only 
teacher that had insecur'ities with how I dealt with certain issues. 
Telling my story about my practicum was very therapeutic for me. I had been 
carrying this guilt and insecurity about my abilities as a teacher for a while. and 
revealing what happened made me understand how ridiculous it all was. One person's 
opinion really shouldn't have made me feel like I was a hopeless case. Even though my 
first year of teaching went fairly well, I 6till struggled with the feeling that I was not 
worthy of being there. When I read the part of my practicum to any of my teaching 
colleagues iihey were appalled at the discouragement I received. ihis reaction validated 
my belief that I was treated unfairly. 
The value of this project really became apparent when all of the people taking part 
met in person. Each of us shared our story. When I read mine it was clear they could 
identify with what happened to some degree. They had all gone through it. I expected 
that people would be able to relate. I was surprised that, even though I didn't have as 
much experience as the rest. I had felt the same way they did at some point in the last 
couple of years. I went into this thinking that I was the only one that would have a 
difficult story to tell. Everyone has had their doubts and insecuritle@ in their career; even 
after years of experience. 
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Being Burrounded by Btrangers and confiding in them. made me realize how eaBY 
it iB to eitay In the safe surroundings of your own school and diBcuBs ieiBueB. concernes. or 
Beek advice from the same people. I appreciate everything I have at my school. but it was 
nice to have Bome different viewpoints and Input from people I waB not familiar with. 
Initially. I went into this project feeling as though! had so much to learn from "the 
experienced "teacherB who were participating. This definitely proved to be the caBe. 
However. they also were able to learn from me. I believe i"t brought "them back to when 
they firest B"tarted "teaching and made them realize how far they had come. I would like to 
think that we all walked away from thiB experience having learned a great deal from 
everyone involved. I certainly did. 
Julie Wilson 
What I like most about this project is that it made me put some thoughts lid been having for a 
long time in order. It forced me to really explain how I felt about certain aspects of the teaching 
environment in which I work. I realized I was a lot more critical of some aspects of the system and less 
critical of others. No system is perfect and neither are the people, and by this I refer to all the parties, 
who are involved in it. 
I had some frustrations with the project. When writing my narrative, I found it very dimcult to 
narrow my focus. I was always keeping in mind the fact that it would have to be rewritten in the form of 
a simple fingerprint. This helped me to edit, but it also forced me not to elaborate as much as I would 
have liked in some areas. The ~nal draft of my narrative is much briefer that it initially waS. 
I really enjoyed meeting the other participants. We all have very diverse teaching experiences, 
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but I was very pleased to see how much we all had in common. I particularly enjoyed listening to our 
~rst year teacher. We all try to seem so con~dent that first year. I felt like I was the only one who had 
insecurities about my teaching. I appreciated her honesty, and it was nice to see that we all had those 
feelings of doubt. It also helped me to see just how far I have come as a teacher and that the process of 
becoming a good teacher is never-ending. 
Caroline Roberts 
I was very surprised with how open the teachers were with each other once they met to 
share their narratives Not only were they willing and eager to read aloud their stories they 
bonded qUIckly and shared emotions, feelings and similar experiences The discourse was very 
rich among a group of individuals who did not know each other, had never met and had such 
varying teaching backgrounds I think it had a lot to do with the fact that we were all women 
We felt very comforlable in th15 situation None of us had previously been involved in such a 
experience and we enjoyed the sisterhood that was established Whether or not women voice 
their concerns about the discrimination they experience in society they do acknowledge It This 
was a stand for what we believed in and who we were We reaffirmed and acknowledged our 
feelrngs and experiences about being women m the teaching profeSSion 
We had all been looking forward to the opportunity of sitting down and diSCUSSIng 
educational issues with colleagues There are not many opportunities for this during the year 
when we are busy teachmg We are 50 busy dealing with students and parents issues and 
concerns that we rarely have the chance to voice our concerns, feelings and needs about 
ourselves and the profeSSion We all saw this as a great profeSSional development opportunrly 
A chance to learn from one another's successes and failures We all recognIzed that It gave an 
excuse for reflecting on our teaching practice critIcally and learning from our analysis and the 
analysis of others 
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Personally, the process made me feel better about myself personally and professionally 
I learned a great deal about myself, by looking at the life experiences of a group of individuals 
that I thought I knew. This individuals shared more a bout themselves than I could ever imagine 
in their narratives, reflections to each other, discourse and comments on the process. I really 
got to know these people well through this process. 
I never really enjoyed writing in a creative manner before this project I have frequently 
kept a journal for teaching, but when I look back, I realize it was more about listing fads than it 
was about telling a story or expressing feelings I had about certain issues in my practice I 
understand the difference now. We can share a great deal with each other by writing our 
experiences in a story formaT They are more interesting and rewarding to write and share. It 
makes you think more critic8lly about the structure of the story. My sister who IS a 
anchorperson for the eleven o'clock news always reminds me that she does not read the news 
but tells the story of the news. There IS a big difference. I now see myself more as an author 
and storyteller them I did before beginning this project 
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AppendixB 
Group Comments 
To Jenine 
It was interesting that you exposed many of the frustrations I fed in trying to encourage 
students to take ownership of their learning I thought it might only be a problem at the high 
schoollevd but you made it dear that it is an issue for learners of all ages and across cultures 
You mentioned that some of the problems may be a result of the different teaching and learning 
styles experienced my students of different cultures Having previously taught in China, what 
were the teaching and learning differences you identified? 
I don't see this as an ESL issue and I know that all teachers have struggled in finding 
their place along what I see as a spectrum with teacher centered and student centered styles at 
either end I think that most teachers fall some where in between both extremes depending on 
experience and situation. My teaching style varies slightly from year to year, school to school, 
subject to subject and dass to dass I know that a6 a beginning teacher I taught in a teacher 
centered style because I felt a lillIe out of control To gain a feeling of control I took charge of 
the teaching/learning prOCess. As 1 became more confident and experienced, I realized the 
importance of students being intrinsically motivated 
It is important that students take responsibility for their learning actions, but it is easier 
for students to give up this responsibility If students do not take the responsibility they need 
not blame themselves if they have not been 6uccessful in their learning. Initially, your students 
did not take responsibility and could easily blame your teaching style rather them their learning 
siyle in their perceived failure to learn the language and communicate effectively. How was it 
different teaching EBL students in Canada compared to overseas? 
It was inspiring to me that your students came to appreciate you not only as a teacher, 
but as a person Why do you thirlk a relationship of mutual respect is needed for effective 
teaching and learning? What changed their outlook on how effective you had been and how 
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much they had learned from the dass? 
In your narrative, you definitely 6hared that teaching is an expression of ourselves A 
situation where it is nearly impossible to separate the teacher from the person It is the 
teacher/student relationship that is the foundation of all learning and that one style of teaching 
IS not necessarily superior to another Different teaching styles is important in reaching the 
needs of all the different learning styles It is about finding your style - teaching or learning -
and working with it rather than against it 'There can be a balance between teacher centered and 
student centered styles of teaching What style works best for you will make you an effective 
teacher 
I know as teachers we always question ourselves and batlle with self doubt We crave 
feedback about the job we are doing It IS not Cibout needing praise for a job well done, but 
about reassurances of our teaching abilities We need this feedback in our continued growth as 
teaching professionals 1 have found this writing group provides reassurances that we have 
similar questiOns, fears, insecurities and strengths as teachers and human beings 
I enjoyed your writing style and found I wanted to know more about your story when it 
concluded 
Caroline 
I really struggle to find any corrections that need to be made. I can empathize 
with how you felt when you realized you weren't reaching all your students. I found, 
especially In drama, that my teaching style worked with some classes and not with 
othen;. The classes who did not like my style were very open and quite hurtful when 
expressing their frustration with me. However. as the year went on, and I persevered. I 
allowed my students to see more of who I was as a person. With this, I found their 
appreCiation and tolerance grew. Some of them actually hugged me at the end of the 
year! 
Jen 
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First year teachers are often more focused on their teaching rather than the learning styles of their 
students. The culture gap between you and your students was another obstacle for you. I like your 
questions in Paragraph 2 - Did you ask these qu~tions at the time or later upon reRection? Often ~rst 
year teachers do not have the answers to these questions, and often they are too ahaid to even ask 
them. 
Your students probably all valued your efforts, but they could not appreciate your style because 
of the culture barrier. 
It is difficult teaching a language in a classroom environment because it is so artiHcial. I found 
that I did not know how well I had learned French until I had lived in Ouebec and was forced to use 
the language in real settings every single day. I was able to put what I had learned in class into practice. 
ThiS, I believe, is a common frustration of all language teachers - how to make learning a language 
authentic to their students. It must be student centered, which I ultimately believe your style was, even 
though as a first year teacher you may have felt otherwise. You did "invite" your students. I don't 
believe you forced them at all, but it is an even more delicate matter when dealing with another culture. 
Julie 
TrWi 11UlIfe no comments in reganfs to Jettine's narrative 
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To Trish 
Obviously your journey in teaching is not nearing an end 1 am interested in knowing 
your future plans and aspirations in this profession. There are a number of different reasons 
why people end up in this profession Many stumble into this career, like myself, and only realize 
once they are there how fulfilling and rewarding teaching i5 I have met a very few that have 
always aspired to this noble profession I truly admire your dedication It seems to me it was 
almost like a religious experience, a calling to teach for you. You were born to teach It is in your 
blood. I amjealous. 
It is inspiring that it did not come easily and you had your fair share of difficulties and 
doubts, but you endured and were strong I would have eljjoyed hearing more about your 
feelings and specifically things you have done in your classroom What about interadions with 
students, parents, adminisrration and colleagues that have contributed towards your growth in 
teaching? 
I applaud you for selecting this narrative to write on It is most difficult to summarize a 
life in a few pages of text Evaluating everything as to its value in your life. It is easIer to 
remember the facts and more difficult to remember the feelings I hope that looking back has 
been eljjoyable and not difficult We can learn 50 much from each other5journeys whether 
similar or different from OUf own I learned a great deal not only about you, but also about 
myself in reading your story rhariks for sharing very personal stories. Would you have done 
anything differently if you could have? 
Caroline 
Your narrative Is so wonderful to read. It is easy to feel your enthusiasm through 
what you have written. The only part I found confu6ing was the ending. It seemed as 
though you had much more to say. This is probably something you are already aware of. 
Have a great year! 
Jen 
'When I T'ead yOUT' n.;1T'T'a!:ive, I couldn't believe how much deteT'm ination you had and how faT' it 
got you! Th.;1t', been mmething I've .;1lway, lc1cked and c1dmiT'e it,o much in other'" If I"Omeone told me I 
couldn't do something, I'll p"obabl!,j believe them! 
"When wer>e you .;1t the U of A? I was ther>e 1996'97 geHing my T'(;SL Diploma. 
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I think it's wondeT'ful to heaT' how open you aT'e about sh.;1T'ing idea,. I think this is one of the mod: 
imp0T'tant things foT' me pT'ofe»ionC1lly .. to be in .;1n enviT'onment whei'e sh.;1T'ing take, pl.;1ce, continuc11 
lear>ning, continual impT'Ovement. I wondei' how to engendeT' this kind of ,hai'ing thT'Oughoul: the system? 
gue" it', a T'i,ky thing to do .. puHing !,jOUT' ideas U? fOT' eV.;1luation all the time. It has to be done in an 
thinking about thiS' a lot l.;1tely. I confoT'm to otheT',' expectation>, but in doing $0, I know I'm not doing .;1, 
good of a job .;1S' I could be doing I f I would take the l"iS'k c1nJ not confOT'm, I would moment.;1l"ily disappoint 
them, only to (hopefully) impl"ess them with the end T'eS'ult. I'm not much of 61 T'isk-t61kel", and \"0 waS' 
encoumged to l"eC1d !,joUr' eX.;1mple of effective "isk-taking in action. 
Jenine 
Keeping a memory book - what a great idea! This focuses on the positive - what students have 
given you often reRects how they feel about you as their teacher. 
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Not liking being told that you canlt do something also makes for good teaching practice. It is 
very unlikely that you would ever say this to a student. 
I like how you explained the various stops along your journey (phone company, different 
colleges and universities, becoming pregnant). One stop leads to another, and had you missed a stop, 
you may have gone in another direction, though I do feel you probab'ly would have ended up a teacher 
any way, because you were always so drawn to it. 
I agree. Every teacher should sub. It hones your classroom discipline and ability to think on 
your feet. 
I would like to know more about why your second year was wonderful. How did you 
experiment? What did you learn? 
Your narrative seems incomplete. Starting "sharing workshops" is a wonderful accomplishment. 
I would like to know what your "sharing workshops" are about. What lead you to start them? 
Implementing programs/workshops is an important stop on your journey that should be elaborated upon. 
Julie 
ToJen 
The experience you shared at the beginning of your narrative mode my heart break It 
made me think a great deal about evaluation of teachers I know thatwrlh professional growth 
plans we have moved from a system of evalUation to that of supervision which I hope will 
eliminate situations like the one you experienced. Your narrative emphasizes the point that there 
is no such thing as ·consiructive l1 criticism Criticism is Simply criticism whether it is disguised 
as constructive 
5tudent teaching should allow individUals to learn from other teaching profeSSionals 
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student teachers should not be judged by experienced teachers. They tend to judge new 
teacher5 based on their values, beliefs and ideas Cibout teaching and do not take into 
consideration that student teachers have their own values, beliefs and idea5 about teaching A 
great deal can be learned from each other, as long 05 an atm05phere is created that i5 
conducive to 5haring idea5 and asking questions without being evaluated. student teaching 
5hould be a process that allows for growth as both a teacher and individual 
Situations like this never encourage individua15 to improve or refled p05itively on 
teaching It leads to bad feelings about the profession It causes individuals to que5tion their 
teaching ability Self doubt does not allow for growth I am 50 glad that you were strong 
enough to survive this experience and then have the opportunity to have positive learning 
experiences with other colleagues These positive experiences can never undue the damage 
done by the negative experiences The negative experiences can tend to linger in your mind and 
haunt you when you are having a rough day. How do you heal from a experience like this? Since 
most teachers put everything they have into teaching, when they are criticized as a teacher, they 
feel 85 though they are being judged as a person. 
I think that it wa5 great that you had such a strong 5UppOrt system your first year of 
teaching. I know that being in the position of new teacher you are under a magnify glass Even 
though you may be full of many questions, you may hesitate asking them in fear of being judged 
as unequipped and ill prepared in your role as teacher 
I enjoyed the structure of your narrative It was as though I was walking through the 
hallways of your school being introduced to the people who have had the greatest influence on 
you in your development a5 a teacher 50 far I was fascinated by how much you shored about 
yourself my describing the qualities of other5 you admire You never really come out and talked 
a great deal about yourself directly, but it WaS very evident in the organization of your narrative 
Your writing siyle is very comfortable and enjoyable to reod Thanks for shoring these stories 
Caroline 
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'1 couJi[ Ukntify wttfi SO/1U of tlit. feeEings yQU fuu[ w!ien yQU entered your first teJJclung 
position. '1 remember feefing and tliinfc!Jtg some of the same tliings . 'Your Ei1t£, "'1tnmeiliate6j, '1 /@ew 
'1 was atTWttfJ great peopfe. II '1 too reme:m6er Jeefing tfiis way w!ien '1oegan, unfOrtwultefy after oeing 
at tfie same scFwof for five years and warf(!ng with tfiis same group of peopfe, '1 Degan to ~ off tfie 
rose cohretf gfasses, so to speat '1 oegan to see tfiem for wfio tfiey reaffy were rather tlian putting 
tfiem on a pedestal about mgseEf 
'Yes, tIiey are a{{ goo4 teacfit.rs, some are even wliat '1 wcmft{ caff great teJJCliers, Gut '1 feamd 
tfrey were no aifferent from me and'1 was no tRffirent from them. '1 feamd to trust mgsetf and mg 
Ukas. 
'1 also feamd tfirougft teacliing tliat mg coffengues are my greatest and most vafualjfe 
resQUTce peopfe, out 1. am a resQUTce for tftem as wefl 'You wilf oe anti prOOabfy are a resource person 
for peopfe in yOUT scfwof too! Trust yourseEf 'Y QU IQ;mP more tfum you thinf(gQU dO. 
TTisft 
YOUT' naY'Y'ative was so honest and open. Although I haven't expeT'ienced anything so exheme, I 
could T'elate to the feel'lngs and the shuggles you desC1"ibed. IT'eally admiT'e you fo1" going thT'ough that 
time with so much dignity, shength, and self-knowledge. I hope that I will be able to do the some. My 
p"oblem is that I supply my own C1"itical enviT'onment! I can become so cT'itical of myself that it\ C1"i ppling! 
Reading youI' nGlY'Y'ative helped me I'e-T'eali-ze how count81"pT'oduc-i::ive it is to believe the C1"iticism -- my own 
01" oth81"s ! 
I was int81"ested to see how you could see the shengths in each of the teacheT's you've been in 
con tad with. I've also come to the conclusion that each teacheT' has something special to off81" that is 
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uniClue and that thel'e is no one 'T'iC1ht' way in teaching. I I h I 
- . am l'ea i7ing w Vlt a constl'udive pY'ocess VVi uing is 
-- valuing othel's, theil' conhibutions, ti,eiT' abilities. 
As well, it sounds Ii~e yOUl' student> valued you. I wondel' why we aT'e sometimes so selective in 
choosing which input we believe? Or do we choose to believe the negative? I am SUl'e that now ljou have a 
,hong sense of self. and of who you an, as a teachel'. 
I also enjoyed i'eViding yOUl" l"eRections, showing insight into what ljou have done and what you plan 
to do next. I too thin~ you had a Vel'y successful fil"st yeal' of teaching even though you had to ovel"come 
othel"s opinions and CT'iticisms. I am impY'essed. 
Jenine 
I had very similar feelings during my practicum year. You cannot get an accurate idea of what 
teaching is about at university and during your practicum you are very focused on simply 
surviving/passing. It is also very difficult to remember that your practicum teacher's opinion is just one 
person's opinion, and that your practicum advisor at university is there to support you if you feel that 
your practicum teacher is not. I also like how you compare your practicum experience to your ~rst year 
of teaching. It goes to show the importance of receiving positive feedback, something that as teachers, 
not just as teaching students, we must always keep in mind. 
Getting to know your colleagues is crUcial, and can be difficult because teaching can be a very 
isolated profession (every one locked away in their own classrooms). You can grow as a teacher by 
taking from those who provide good examples of teaching, but it is also valuable to pay attention to 
those who don't do things as you would, and learn from that. 
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Did you consider Janice to be a mentor? Taking a mentor is the best thing a krst year teacher 
can do. The ~rst year I taught grade one I had two mentors, and their input was invaluable. 
Your krst year of teaching is about survival. I personally feel that your krst year should focus on 
your classroom and bUilding your confidence as a teacher. Extra-curricular activities always take second 
place to the classroom. 
Ultimately we learn best ~om ourselves, that little voice that tells uS when what we are doing is 
right. 
Julie 
To Julie 
I think that all teachers struggle with issues of social critiCism and even though your 
topic was that of French Immersion which I have no experience, I could undemtand your 
frustration in relationship to the frustrations I experience in my program It is difficult to find a 
balance within ourselves that deals satisfactorily with the demons fighting within us as to what 
is right and why things are Simply the way they are. Sometimes we may fed very uncomfortable 
in our own skin, saying the words that we are expected to say in support of the philosophy 
behind a program and at the same time knowing the darker side. 
r am constantly struggling with contradictions in the career and technology studies 
program between the philosophy of the program and the actual running of it 'The philosophy of 
the program is that students work independently and at their own pace, but logistically this 
does not work effectively around school time tabling that is based on blocks of time, terms and 
marks. 
Many of the concepts that r teach, simply cannot be learned independently under the 
gUidance of a teacher 'They are just to complex It is nearly impossible to effectively teaching 
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students from gradee nine through twelve three different levels of instruction in one classroom 
If would be like taking students in math from grades nine through twelve and teaching them 
their individual concepts in one dass 
Sometimes it is as though we are forCing students through modules in attempts to 
obtain credits and funding, but at the same time we are promoting a philosophy that students 
are expected to complete modules at their own pace Another frustration is iliat I am teaching 
high school level CTS courses to students who are mosily in grade nine. Sometimes I debate 
whether they have the abilities and skills at this level to deal with the complex topics that I 
teach. 
Even though my frusTrations are from a different area of the curriculum, they are based 
on the same issues of what is best for the students, what are the expectations of all the 
stakeholders and what is the philosophy of the program and why all these dements 50 far 
apart on the spectrum why is there not a common goal? How can we achieve unity? 
Caroline 
I 6trongly support your viewB and enjoyed reading your narrative. I could not pick 
out any mistakes mechanically or content wise. I do admire your ability to be 60 open and 
honest about the nature of the program in which you are in. A6 an English teacher in an 
immersion school. I clearly see the hypocrisy of the term "Immersion" for the students. 
To my knowledge. there were very few parentB that spoke French in my school. During our 
mandatory silent reading period. the school policy was that the French student!; were to 
read French. There was no end to my struggle to get these kids to read French. They 
viewed it as invaluable and pointlesB. Something doeB not e;eem right here. The kide; thrive 
on their status, but put down the education itself. I could go on and on. Good luck in your 
plight for more EiUpport and In motherhood! 
Jen 
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'1 was very surpnser16y Jutre's narrative. 1 must adinit 11iad attitutfe a60ut 1'rencIi 
'immersion programs. '1 guess 1 fiat{ tfiis attitwk 6ecause tfie 1're:ncn immersion teacfitrs '1 fitu{ 
contact witfi were af{ very eutist and tfitir programs were aEways given {gts of money. '1 always feli: 
tfte 'Englisfi programs were not treatei equa1hj witfi tfit :Frencfi program. 
'in tlie program '1 fuui an ltKPerience witli, parents pfaced tfieir cliiUEren in tfte :Frencfi 
program as a status symbol wfitn many of tlie clii(j{renfaifei to do very we{{ in tfre 1'rencfi program, 
t!iey were transferred to tfie 'Engfisfi and tfitn fiat{ pro6fems. Tfie :Frencfi program enJd up witfi nice 
sma{{ c{asses of 06vi0usUj 6rigfit cfii(j{ren am{ the 'Engfisfi program emfet£ up witli very farge cfasses, 
witli many cliilifren IiaVing ttuuty kaming and 6efiavioral pro6fems and to top it off tfie '£ngfisfi 
program fim( fess money and fewer resources to araw on to fitfp the cliift[ren. 'It was, 1'm sure very 
frustrating for tIi£ teIlcfitrs involved. 
'1 mentiond'l was surprised by Jufie's narrative 6eamse sfre was non-eatist. Slie was not 
promoting tlie immersion program. s/ie actualEj couUf see tlie dlfficuli:ies anti inequalities. 'lt Was 
refresliing to rea£. 
'lrisli 
In T'eading yOUl" na1"l'ative, Ileal"ned a consideT'able amount about the f=l"ench immeT'l"ion 
expeT'ience. I wal" almos-!: completely ignol"ant. Clbout. t.his t.opic. YOUi' nCll"l'Grl:ive was vei'y insight.ful. I hope 
someone il" listening to you in yOUi' school context! 
\ t.each f:nglish as a Second Languelge, and helve often hCld students who WeT'e theT'e fol" 
T'easons otheT' them a sinceT'e desiT'e to leaT'n the language. live had to WOT'k to over>come theiT' dislike of 
leaT'ning i;nglish, and was many times successful. 
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When I listened to and T'ead youI' narmtive, what eclipsed all was the W01'd 1.f=T'ench'; it bl'ought 
back memoT'ies of unsucce~sfljllanguage leal'ning, of hating j::l'ench, of S'hutting down when I heal' the 
WOT'd '.f=l'ench'. When I went to China ("In my S'econd yeal'the-re) I aHempted to leal'n Mandal'in, but 
thiS' wa$ only because I WC\S" thl'own into a situation which neceS"S"itated it! I found I loved the Mandal'in 
language and haven't S'topped S'tudying since. Wad I not been put in a I'eal.life S'ituation whel'e I could 
discoveT' I could leal'n language, I would have misbkenly as'sumed foT' the I'est of my life that it waS' hopele» 
and closed that doOY' fOl'evel'. To me, clasS'l'oom leaT'ning of .f=l'ench is a scary thing, a dead thing, a dooT' 
I want to keep closed fOl'eveT'. 
In T'eading youI' naY'Y'ative, I needed to think about this iSS"ue again, to open emotions again I've 
kept bUT'ied, to open dool's I've S'hut. 
What do you see a$ the solution to this p-roblem? Making .f=-rench m01'e used in the \"'eal w01'ld 
lives of these child-ren? Selecting studenh mo-re cOl'efully fOY' the pT'ogT'am, l'egaT'dless of budgetal'Y 
con s-tY'a ints ? I'm cu-rious about how to make j::-rench mOl'e meaningful. when it is as diS'placed OS' it is' hel'e. 
'[;SL instl'uc1:OY'. I am becoming mOl'e and mOY'e awa-re how much money fOY' students is an is>ue. It 
cerlainly has changed the natul'e of my clasSY'oom .. ovel'sized classes, students who didn't belong in my 
ciasST'oom, canceled classes, lack of clasSY'oom conwct houT'S, etc. I have become so frus-tY'ated that I long 
to starl my own school wheT'e I won't have to answel' to anyone. Why a-re i"ues un1'elated to teaching 
inteT'fer>ing with my teaching! 
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I hope that somehow you" p"oblems- will be solved and that you" voice will be heUl1'd. 
Jenine 
To Caroline 
I was truly blown away by your narrative. A few years ago, when I was still in 
university. I was obsessed with the Native culture. Any course that had any relevance to 
Native history and education, I took. My goa! was to teach on a Native reserve when I 
graduated. Cissy would probably remember. I frequently Inquired about how you and Dave 
were doing up North. Cis could not stress enough the hardships you went through there. 
Like you said in your paper, ..... when you are new to teaching, you have a naive idea that 
you will change the world," I had dreams of changing the hopelessness, that t heard so 
much about in class, of a race of people. As t went through my practicum. 1 realized how 
challenging it was for me to reach the "dominant culture" let alone the Native 
communities. Fortunately. I got on with the board. I truly believe t.hat \ wouldn't have 
made It through one year if \ was where you were. 
Jen 
1. rove tfi£ way !Iou connectd evergtliintJ· rJ1ie tlireaa of fiope runs tftrougli it nIl. 'EXf;effent! 
Tfiis is great. :you are a womferjul writer! tWfiat a gift! 'Don't cfrmtge a tliing! 
Trisli 
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I -reolly enjoyed 1"eading yoU1" piece on hope. It was V€1"y poetic ond thoughtful. I think it is 
wonde1"ful thot you plan to nome yOU1" doughter Hope. It's a beoutiful name, full of meaning. I enjoyed how 
you wove the metopho1" of having hope with the nome Hope. 
Having lived in the south and in the -!;dmonton a-rea most of my life, I don't know too much Clbout 
the n01"th and found thClt intei'esting (except we lived in Manning, AB fo1" about CI yea1" when I wos 8). 
It must have been >0 difficult f01" you 1:0 live wr-rounded with the t-ragedies of life being played out 
daily, and in the lives of yOU1" students. You must have felt ve1"y helpless at times. But then to hear the 
st01"y of the boy who wanted 1:0 become a math teach€1" was very uplifting. -!;ven though you say 
what you did was meaningless, I don't think >0. This example demomt1"G1tes thot you had an impoct. You 
gove him hope. As you soid, a whole lot of little seemingly insignificcmt things become significant. This too 
in the lives of othe1"s. Sometimes we don't even know the impact we have. 
I agT'ee with you obout needing to w01"k with the system we have. We don't have a bad system by 
anlJ st-retch of the imagination. We just need to get behind it wholeheartedly, and the only way we can do 
that is if we have hope, if we believe that we can make a diffe1"ence. 
As well, I've exp€1"ienced times when I had a 1"eal lack of hope in my life and found it an utt€1"ly 
misel"able place to be in. It was a pe1">onallack of hope, not a p1"ofessional one. I don't like the pel"S'on I am 
when I am lacking hope, but feel like it's impo5>ible to go back to the place I waS' when I had it. Then 
suddenly, without my willing it, waves of hope wash ove1" me unbidden, and I am close1" to whe1"e I was befo-re 
and waiting f01" m01"e and m01"e waves to come waS'h ovel" me as time goes by. Having gone th1"Ough this 
div01"ce this past yeal", I found I went t~ough such deep times of hopelessness and could neve1" imagine a 
time when I could feel the jOlJ of living again. But now, I do, t;ve1"Y day I feel st-ronge1" Clnd beHel" than 
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-the day befo-re, happie-r and mo-re filled with hope, 
Jenine 
I like how you explain what hope means to you - given that it is such a personal emotion that so 
many lack. 
I can relate to your hopes about education/studentlilteaching. We must remind ourselves to 
stay hopeful. Hopes comes more naturally to some, I personally Find staying hopeful about my students 
and the school system very difficult, though I did find myself more hopeful teaching grade one more so 
than any other grade. 
If your bambino is a girl, you may just have a name for her! 
We all struggle with maintaining hope. I am unsure of the purpose of this paragraph however. 
I am not sure it is a necessary point. 
Excellent examples. How do you maintain hope in such a place? How did some or any of the 
people maintain hope? I guess I would like more examples of hope you did see up north. 
Ilike this. I did not remember hope being such an important theme to the movie. I myself 
remember most the character of the old man (I forget his name) who commits suicide upon his release 
from prison. He has no hope outside of his animals and library in prison. Then again I am one of those 
people who finds hope difficult to maintain. I really like this example. It really emphasizes the 
importance of hope, particularly in the most bleak of circumstances. 
This is the core of the narrative· the loss of a sense of community. This is what I personally feel 
causes people to lose hope in institutions such as the schoal. We do not see beyond ourselves, thus we 
are suspicious of school, church, government. Our hope has been replaced by skepticism and criticism. 
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Can you suggest how we can get it back - as a whole system or teacher by teacher? 
Julie 
Appendix C 
Transcribed Comments from the Sharing Session 
T rlsfi fJJraper 
• '1 fiave akPays 6een a teaclier '1 tliint., My motfier teffs me '1 use to orgl1Jl.ize tfie /(j;fs in tfi.e 
neigfi6orlicotf af[ tfi.e time to plily scfwof. '1 fove it to dea.tIi. 
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• '1 tfon't tliinKJJou ever get over getting mT'Vous. IJ1iere 1tieds to 6e openness 6etween teacfi.er am{ 
practicum stulknt Witfi mutual kaming occurring. 
• '1 tfzinfctfi.e university gives you an iffusion tfiat you klJow everytliing. My rear education 6egatt 
wfi.en '1 wall@i into my first dassroom. Tfia.t was wfi.en '1 sta:rtei to !earn to 6e a teacfi.er. 9" ou 
nwf to conJ:ro( gour tYWn styfe. 
• '1 fiave feamd so mucfi from tfi.e sfiari:ttg session of <£cs teacfi.ers . .fll.t tfi.e very 6eginning, tfi.ere 
were teacfi.ers tfiat woulif cmne Witfi notfiing, no Uleas, 6ut Witfi paper to write dOwn every01ti 
erse's Uleas. '1 am trying to sfiuw tfi.em wfiat 1. am trying to 1.0. Tfi.ey tfon't want to fiear it, tIiis 
is wfiat we fiave I.o1ti for ~ num6er of years, 6ut that dOes not mean you can't try sometliing 
new. 1. firu£ tfiat reaf6J jrostratiltffi so 1. just go in my room am{ dose tfi.e ioor. '1 wif!just 1.0 wfiat 
1. want. 
Jen Matthewe; 
• I am e;tlll at the part where I am %ared and I am nervoue; for September. I am excited 
but nervoue;. 
• I loved f>chool all my life. I ee;pecial1y enjoyed junior high. I have alwaye; identified well 
with kide; that age. 
• I wae; very open with how Ine;ecure I wae; and how little experience I had. In my 
• 
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practicum. he focu6ed BO much on my le660n planB I forgot J waB BuppoBe to be 
teaching the kid6 caUBe I wa6 BO worried about what he was thinking and what he 
wanted eo I never had any relationBhip with these kide. I waB jU6t trying to 6tay 
afloat. I wa6 trying to learn the material BO badly. It wa6 an awful experience and it 
wa6 my la6t practlcum. It wa6 the ta6te in my mouth when I Btarted teaching. f can't 
get through thlB without 6UPPOrt, BO I wa6 BO lucky to be at the school at waB at. 
The Btaff i6 60 helpful. 
I wiBh I had kept a journal becauBe I didn't. But thiB year. I am definitely going to keep 
a journal - it ie a goal. I don't think J can look back and remember certain thing6. Well 
there are certain thingB I Bhouldn't have done and otherB I did right and I would like 
to do them again. It IB the little detall6. 
Julie Wi/son 
• School was the best thing I knew. I had always been going to school. My year starts in September 
and ends in June. It was a known identity and I knew it well. I can see the difference I have made. 
It is very rewarding. I surprised myself because I never thought I would enjoy it. 
• When I started focUSing on what the kids needed to learn and less about what the university said I 
should be doing is when I started teaching 
• Having sort of a mentor. The other grade one teacher I would consider her a master teacher. I found 
I was learning a lot from her. On the other side of me was a Hrst year teacher who was coming to 
me and asking me questions. I was answering her questions. By being able to answer her questions I 
knew I had learned things and become a better teacher. It made me feel for the first time that I had 
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experience under my belt. I was learning hom one teacher and teaching another which was a very 
interesting experience. But it is very frustrating being a ~rst year teacher because even though I had 
many questions, I didn't want to ask many questions because I did not want to look as though I did 
not know. But I didn't know. I was lucky that my husband taught at the school so I asked him 
questions, 1 would not ask others. I would go try things he suggested but it was his style not mine. 
• Teaching is very isolating. We are all doing our own thing. I was told to ~nd a mentor. My principal 
gave me three morrnngs to observe any experienced grade one teacher in the district. He said he 
was not giving you this opportunity because I think you are incompetent but I think this would be 
helpful to you. Mentoring can do a lot but one thing you learn is how individualized teaching is. 
• I think you learn from your own mistakes. I am not going to do this year. My ~rst year I was too 
much my WelY or the highway. It was coming from my own insecurities and I was more Aexible the 
second year. Teaching all those different grades has been schizophrenic, but at the same time it 
teaches you a number of different strategies. I think it is very common for ~rst year teachers to be 
teacher centered. You are surviving, you are trying to ~gure it out and students are getting an 
education in spite of what you are doing because you are so focused on yourself. Now I know I am 
much more student focused. I will totally change what I planned because I see the dass needs this 
day. I am much more aware of what they need and less what I need to teach. If something did not 
work, I would try it again a different way. 
• I am emotionally scarred from my Arst year. Now I see myself more as who I am but not all I am 
because I don't put everything of who I am in the classroom. 
• If you write things done it forces you to reRect. 
• Focus on giving us ideas on how to improve because you do not have them because you do not 
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have the experience. You just can't say your lesson plans are weak well tell me how to make them 
better. Show me I show me yours. I never saw any of my practicum teachers resources. The same 
people go and the same people do not go to workshops and seminars. 
Jenine Chen 
• I fell into it because I wanted to travel overseas and teaching was the bel't way. 1'1 y father is a 
teache-r and he hC1d g-reat influence ove-r me and I love it now. I -really didn't know what I Well' doing 
and ve-ry cut off from othe-r people in knowing what I should be doing. Ilea,.,ned by doing and tc'llking 
to othe-r teache,.,s. 
• A class I took got be w-riting and thinking beyond clasS1"oom expe-riences and how it can impact what I 
am doing 1"ight now. Some things that \ am not satistied with and I tound it I went. back cmd 
,.,eflected on things in the past it helped my p1"esent. teaching. 
Caroline Roberts 
Every single year in teaching is so different from the previous year. rhat is what I am 
amazed about I thin'k that is why we. all have that nervous feeling at the start of each year 
rhe dynamics of kids in your class or one person on staff can change a whole classroom or 
climate of the schooL 
A false relationship because you are doing what you have to do to please your practic:um 
teacher. You are learning to be that person You are: not being genuine 
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